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loway County since 1879

Superintendent search nets 73 applicants

INSIDE:
The third annual spring
Land Between the
Lakes Shoreline Hike
to clean shoreline areas
in and around LBL has
been set for March 21,.
Page 5

Murray Ledger & Those Staff Writer

The Calloway County
Lady Lakers ran into
trouble in the opening
round of the girls first
region tournament
Monday night as they
lost to Graves County
59-49. Page 8

If all goes well, the Murray
School Board will have three to six
finalists for the superintendent position to choose from on April 16.
The search is being held due to
Dr. Paul H. Jones' upcoming resignation due to health concersn.
The board reported in their regular meeting Tuesday night that the
screening committee for the superintendent search had finished tak-

for the bond sales.
Dan Blankenship, industrial arts
teacher at Murray Middle School,
made a special presentation to the
board demonstrating some of the
uses of the 12 new computers purchased for the school district in
August and September.
Blankenship uses the computers
to teach 7th and 8th grade math.
With the new computers the students are able to draw geometric
functions and work on complicated
mathematical problems that would

make an offer to a candidate or call
candidates back for another
interview..
The board voted unanimously to
chose Hilliard Lyons Investments
as their fiscal agent to represent
them in bond sales to renovate the
Murray Middle School. "I think
Murray would be better served
with local people," Jones said
his
for
asked
when
recommendation.
The investment firm will begin
immediately working on financing

ing 73 applications March 5.
Included were 13 applications
from Kentucky, eight from Illinois,
and others - from as far away asMaine, Wisconsin, West Virginia
and Texas.
The screening committee is now
going through the applications and
will interview candidates on the
13th and 14th of April. The committee will then narrow the search
down and recommend three to six
applicants to the board.
From there the board will either

By CANDY IAATHERS

SPORTS:

Murray Laclgto & Times Staff Writer

The Murray-Calloway County
Need Line Association will honor
Euple Ward during a general council meeting next week, it was
announced during Monday's meeting of the Need Line board of
directors.
Ward, who has been named as
emeritus director, has served as
executive director of Need Line
since it was organized 18 years
ago. Dr. David Roos is organizing
the special tribute to honor Ward.
New board members and officers
will be installed during the meeting, set for Monday, March 16, at 7
p.m. in the Calloway County Public Library.
Meanwhile, the controversy surrounding the national United Way
organization spurred a comment
from Dick Hoffman, Need Line
president. Hoffman read a letter
from United Way of MurrayCalloway County saying Need Line
will receive $10,000 from the
agency for the coming year.
"The United Way allocation is a
blessing to Need Line," Hoffman
said, expressing the hope that

WORLD
KINSHASA, Zaire — At
Zaire's largest hospital, strikes
have emptied all but about 50 of
the 2,500 beds. The only signs
of life are in the few rooms
where a handful of AIDS
patients are dying. Page 3

STATE
FRANKFORT — Electric utilities installing "scrubbers" in
order to burn high-sultur coal
could bill customers for the cost
sooner under legislation passed
by the Kentucky Senate. Page 3

SPORTS
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers placed two and the Murray High Tigers placed one
player on the 1992 Girls' AllFourth District Team. Page 8

BUSINESS

CANDY MATRERS/Ledger & Time, photo

WASHINGTON — The productivity of American workers
inched up 0.3 percent last year
as the economy struggled to
emerge from the recession, the
government said today. Page 2

Monday night's rain showers, the lights of approaching traffic on 12th Street and time-exposure photography combined to produce this unusual (Coed on page 2)
portrait of Murray's "night life."

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.2, -0.3; below 304.7, +0.6
BARKLEY LAKE
354.3, -0.1; below 309.0, -1.8
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

Super Tuesday voters in 11
states dished out campaign 1992's
biggest delegate catch today as
President Bush and Democratic
challenger Bill Clinton sought
Southern sweeps to propel them
into the industrial Midwest's

Hable denies fee hikes are hidden taxes
hike-for greens fees at state parks'
golf courses and for copies of birth
certificates, to a 5175 increase for
a mine license.
Hable said the administration
reviewed fees and recommended
"reasonable" increases for fees
that hadn't been raised for several
years.
"I think it makes sense for
someone who is regulated to pay
some portion of the cost of providing the regulation or service," he
said.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — An
increase in fees for dozens of state
services called for in Gov. Brereton
Jones' budget is not a tax hike in
disguise, a Jones spokesman said.
"A tax increase would apply
broadly across the population,"
said Kevin liable, secretary of the
Executive Cabinet. "We are not
suggesting in our budget plan that
taxes be raised. Only user fees and
regulatory fees would be raised in
our budget plan."
The increases range from a $1

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) — Homeowners might want to cover
flower beds tonight with straw or old leaves to protect plants against
temperatures in the 20s, said Mike Klahr, Daviess County horticulture
agent.
A lawn sprinkler could provide protection for small strawberry
patches but the water must be left on overnight, Klahr said.
If the flower buds still are closed, the plants should be able to withstand temperatures as low as 28 degrees. But once flowers open, 30
degrees becomes the critical temperature, he said.
Klahr said apples should be safe, but buds on peach trees should be
checked today. Klahr said Ten percent of the peach crop could be lost
if the temperature drops to 27 degrees or lower, Klahr said.
But if the buds have bloomed, damage could reach 90 percent at just
24 degrees. He said apricot blooms also are likely to suffer from
tonight's chill.
But for the average homeowner, the problem will be flowering shade
trees such IS the white magnolia or the saucer magnolia, which also is
called the tulip tree.
Klahr said the blooms could turn brown and die, but leaf production
and the life of the tree should not be affected. He said most gardens
haven't been planted yet, but kale, spinach and cabbage in the ground
is heany enough to withstand the chill, he said.

,1;
•

••t

The increases are attributed to
the state's budget problems. A general tax increase is considered
politically impossible at this time,
so the additional fees will help
fund regulatory agencies, such as
the Alcoholic Beverage Control
agency and the Department of
Mines and Minerals — which have
had their budgets reduced.
The proposed increases have
generated little attention. But some
(Cont'd on page 2)

Tornado-laden storms lashed the
lower Mississippi Valley, killing
six people and injuring dozens as
they tore up houses, swelled
creeks, knocked out power and
dumped golf-ball-size hail.
"The tops of the trees were
going around in circles," said Carl
Bowen, 67, of Cleveland, Texas.
He lost his van and travel trailer
when a storm struck El Dorado,
Ark.
East-central Mississippi and
west-central Alabama appeared to
have suffered the most from the
storms that raced through four
south-central states overnight.
Three women were killed and 42
(Cont'd
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Murray High School's Michelle Stinnett makes some final revisions to
her story during a deadline writing competition at Monday's high
school journalism workshop sponsored by the Murray State Universi'ty chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists.
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Writing under pressure

By The Associated Press

.1.7.
4

country in complaining about the the regional romp coveted by
Clinton.
choices.
After a week of frenetic, and at
"Thl's a lack of strength when
times
nasty, cross-country camespecially
experience,
to
it come
on the Democratic side," said paigning, there was little more the
candidates could do but wait —
Morin.
Melting-pot Florida was the and think ahead to next week.
"The hay's in the barn in the
wildcard in the Democratic race —
a Southern state in geography only,
where Tsongas was trying to stall (Coned on page )

Tornadoes kill six
in southern sweep

Get out the straw, old leaves
to protect plants from the cold

••,•

'•••

casting ballots in 11 Democratic
and eight Republican contests that
tested candidates' broad appeal in
states with far different economic
conditions, and distinctly diverse
electorates.
In his home state of Massachusetts, Tsongas got the vote of
investment analyst Joe Morin, who
spoke for many voters across the

rugged battlegrounds.
For Republican challenger Patrick Buchanan and Democrat Paul
Tsongas, the goal was to perhaps
spring a surprise but at least do
well enough to take strength into
ncxt week's clashes in Illinois and
Michigan.
From Massachusetts to Hawaii,
Delaware to Texas, voters were

By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer

Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
flurries ending and winds diminishing. Cold, with the low
around 20. Northwest wind
decreasing to 10 to 20 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny but
cold. High 35 to 40.

\

Southern comfort sought by Bush, Clinton
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(Cont'd on page 2)

By JO BURKEEN

March 10
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take much longer if worked out by
hand.
One of the software programs
the students work with is Cadkey,
which enables them to draw detailed layouts to design everything
from floor plans to products. The
studenLs Can instruct the computer
to rotate the object they have
drawn, giving it a threedimensional effect.
Blankenship reported that the

Need Line
to honor
Euple Ward

Awash in lights
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Southern comfort...

(Coned from page 1)
dents are excited about the computers and the class and many are
attending a class offered in the
mornings before school. 1 think
the kids see a real practical use of
this and they've had a lot of fun
with IL" Blankenship said.
In other business the board:
'Voted to pay monthly bills including a bill of S2592.00 for a custom
made air conditioner for the Murray Middle School principal's
office.
Honored Joan Bowker, Elemen'
tary School Music Teacher after
her award for Kentucky Music
Teacher of the Year.
'
Approved an overnight trip
request for 49 students to go to
Nev, York April 7-11.
'Discussed seeking a copyright of
a computer attendance program
written by Dr. Jones.

(Coned from page I)
Super Tuesday states," was how
Arkansas Gov. Clinton put it as he
headed to bed in Little Rock on
election-eve.
Former California Gov. Jerry
Brown, the Democratic field's
insurgent maverick, didn't expect
much from today's results, and was
already in Michigan courting the
labor vote.
David Duke was alongside Bush
and Buchanan on several Southern
GOP ballots, looking to cut into
Buchanan's share of the anti-Bush
protest vote. Former Ku Klux
Klansman Duke said again he
didn't plan to run as a third-party
candidate in the fall, but didn't say
outright he wouldn't.
Today's balloting came on a
'
scaled-down version of the Super
••••••1111117.1
Dan Blankenship demonstrates uses of the new computers to school board members. Pictured from kft
Tuesday that rocketed Bush to the
GOP nomination four years ago but
are: Blankenship, Sid Easley, Hollis Clark. Sally Alexander and seated is Marlene Roberts. board
disappointed Southern Democrats
secretar.
who believed one of their own
would rise above the pack.
In all, 783 Democratic delegates
184 problems.
(Coned from page 1)
and an upright freezer. Also a copy
were at stake - 35 percent of what
Gentry said that $2,632.83 of the machine is needed. Any person it takes to win the nomination
businesses, churches, clubs, organizations, classes and individuals will total was spent to help clients with having one of these appliances or a 633 of those from states where
continue to remember Need Line so utilities. West Kentucky Allied copy machine to donate to Need Clinton was favored. Former Sen.
that the many services of organiza- Services' funds to help with heat- Line may call the office, 753-6333, Tsongas was the favorite at home
tion may be continued in Murray ing bills are depleted now, Gentry between the hours of 10 a.m. to 4 in Massachusetts and next door in
said.
and Calloway County.
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Rhode Island. Delaware's caucuses
Other funds were used to help 'It was announced that Wal-Mart were considered a tossup, while
In other Need Line board action:
'Kathie Gentry. executive director, with medical, rent, transients, food has donated a telephone answering Clinton had the edge far away in
reported that a total of $3,055.98 and office supplies.
machine to the Need Line office Hawaii.
was spent during the month, deal- *Gentry also said the office is in located on the bottom floor of
The 421 GOP delegates at stake
ing with 144 families for a total of desperate need for a refrigerator Weaks Community Center.
today were hardly the issue; Bush

Need Line to honor Euple Ward...

SPRING
CLASSES
Tots In Motion
Beginning
.March 16

Productivity inched up 0.3 percent last year

Self Defense
Class
Beginning
March 16

MSU Mini Break
Day Camp
March 12th
& 13th

6th, 7th & 8th
Grade
Over Night
V Call For
More
Information

759.9622

(Coned from page 1)
lawmakers believe that's because
few people know about the higher
fees.
In all, the increases would generate about $3.9 million a year. In
most cases, the increases will be
paid either directly or indirectly by
consumers.
The proposed fee increases
include:

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Comenience Nov$ Otters

p
UPS Pick-Up
Daul

‘Ionda

Ship Vt eekl

ers per hour of work, is considered
vital to increasing Americans' standard of living without increasing
inflation.
It also boosts the competitiveness of U.S. goods overseas.
Exports were one of the few
strengths in the economy as it
wrestled with the recession.
The 0.3 percent annual growth in
productivity was a bit stronger than
the 0.2 percent initial estimate.
Productivity had declined 0.1 percent in 1990 and 0.9 percent in
1989 after rising 0.9 percent in
1988.
Productivity growth had averaged 1.3 percent between 1982 and
1988 but deteriorated as the reces-

sion, which began in July 1990,
approached.
The increase in productivity in
1991 resulted from a 1.6 percent
drop in output at the same time the
number of hours worked fell 1.8
percent.
For the fourth quarter, output
rose at a 0.6 percent rate, while the
number of hours worked fell at a
1.1 percent rate.
Productivity of factory workers
increased faster than among nonfarm workers generally. It rose 1.4
percent in 1991 following an
advance of 2.5 percent in 1990.
Manufacturing productivity also
rose at a 1.4 percent annual rate in
the fourth quarter after a 4.0 per-

cent gain during the previous three
months.
Total business productivity,
including farming, rose 0.2 percent
for the year, the same as in 1990. It
was up at a 2.2 percent rate during
the October-December period,
compared to 1.1 from July through
September.
The report also showed that unit
labor costs, a key barometer of
business costs, increased 3.7 percent among non-farm workers in
1991, well below the 5.3 percent
increase in 1990 and the smallest
rise since 1988.
The decline is evidence that rising unemployment was keeping
lid on wages.

Hable deniesfee hikes are hidden taxes•••

March 27

1

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
productivity of American workers
inched up 0.3 percent last year as
the economy struggled to emerge
from the recession, the government
said today. The anemic growth
reversed two years of decline.
The Labor Department also said
productivity in the final three
months of 1991 jumped a revised
1.7 percent annual rate, even more
than the 1.1 percent advance in its
initial estimate.
Productivity had increased 0.9
percent annual rate in the third
quarter, 1.9 percent in the second
and 0.1 percent in the first.
Increased productivity, defined
as getting more output from work-

- Frida

& Sa‘e mone

"Health Fees: The Department of
Health Services has proposed
increases in 16 fees, most of them
administered by local health
departments and dealing with areas
such as restaurant and septic-tank
permits and inspections. The most
common would be a SI increase in
copies of vital-statistics records birth, death, marriage and divorce
certificates
All of the increases would generate about $721,000 next year.
'
State Parks: The Parks Department plans to increase greens fees
and cart-rental fees by SI beginning Jan. 1 at its 15 courses. That
will mean another S110,000 for the
agency's budget.
'
Liquor Licenses: Liquor licensees
will have to pay more under a

t*PS

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

M-F 9
X p.m.Sat. 9 a.m.. 7 p.m. sun 1-5 p.m.
641 Xi.
Olymp• Pldia
753-23%0

IFI‘”

• -f.;

Ross Insurance Agency
jr
7
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

from $15 to $23.
'Coal, oil and gas: The fee for
surface- and underground-coalmine licenses would more than
double - from $125 to $300. Oil
and gas permit fees would double
from the current $100, and a new
$25 fee would be assessed for
transfer permits.
The increased fees would generate about $535,000 more for the
Department of Mines and Minerals.
'Court Filing Fee: Chief Justice
Robert Stephens is backing a $5
increase in the cost for filing civil
suits to establish a fund that would
help lawyers provide free services
to indigent clients involved in civil
litigation.
The minimum cost to file a suit
in circuit court is now $75.

DEPUTY, 'ESP MAKE ARREST

wi9911/

Deputy Stan Scott of the Calloway County Sheriffs Department and Dot.
Donny Woods of the Kentucky State Police, acting on a tip, went to
McCracken County Friday, March 6 and located one boat motor taken the
week before Christmas 1991 from Blue and Gray Marine Sales in Paris,
Tenn. and another boat motor taken from Lee Marine of Murray Jan. 4.
According to a report issued by. the Kentucky State Police, William Leon
Herndon, 39, 53 Barker Trace, Cadiz, was arrested at 12:20 p.m. March
and charged with two counts of receiving stolen property over $100, each 6
a
Class D felony. Also charged previously in the case was Barry Gene Dunn,
20, of Rt. 1 Almo and a Calloway County juvenile.

Monday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 1-7-8 (one, seven,
eight)

FIREMEN RESPOND TO CALL
Firemen

from the Murray Fire Department responded to 1217 N. 16th at
4:45 p.m. Monday. According to reports, a loose connection on a grill's tank
had caused a fire which had been extinguished when firefighters arrived. No
equipment was used.
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fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:
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Murray

Serving Catfish Fillets, Broasted Chicken
Seafoods, Country Ham & Short Orders
Open Everyday except Monday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

0 All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
LI All other subscribers $84.50 per year.

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

Name
Address
City
Zip

Owner: Sue Williams
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

State
Phone (
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A new ABC-Washington Post
poll conducted March 4-7, however, showed Bush with a new record
low approval rating, 39 percent,
and in a statistical dead heat when
matched against either Clinton or
Tsongas. The poll of 1,030 adults
had a margin of error of plus or
minus 3.5 percentage points.

General Fund
receipts run
ahead of 1991
FRANICFORT, Ky. (AP) For the first time this fiscal
year, Kentucky's General Rand
receipts are running ahead of
last year, according to figures
the Finance Cabinet released
Monday.
Receipts in February totaled
$391.9 million, an increase of
9.5 percent from the same
month a year ago. Through the
first seven months of the fiscal
year, the General Fund is running 0.4 percent ahead of 1991.
The state's primary tax
receipt fund must grow by 1.1
percent for the year in order to meet estimates.
Most of the state's primary
taxes improved, including sales
tax, coal severance tax, individual income tax and property
taxes.
In addition, the Kentucky
Lottery has turned over $69 million thus far this year, $19 million more than the previous
year. Lottery receipts alone
make up more than the difference in growth.
Corporate income taxes continued their decline in February.
The overall revenue picture
was equally good for the Road
Rind, which grew by 5.3 percent over the same month last
year. For the year, the Road
Fund is up by 1 percent.

Tornadoes...

Local News Roundup

CAI I DV Se MC IA UMW
W SCL1r aBIA1

753-0489

6th & Main

proposal that would eliminate a
license-fee credit. About 2,426
license holders have been able to
deduct part of the local license fee
from their state fee, but that would
end under proposed legislation.
The change would net $380,000
more a year for the ABC and allow
the agency to keep open offices in
Louisville and northern Kentucky,
'Plumbers: The annual cost of a
master plumber's license would go
from SI50 to $250 - generating
$220,000 more for the Division of
Plumbing. There would also be
increases for journeyman-plumber
licenses and for examination fees.
The cost of a plumbing permit
- which is required when a plumber works on a new building or
does renovation - would increase

is guaranteed virtually all because
of Republican rules that reward
winners. Buchanan's hope was to
stay in the 30 percent range and to
spring a surprise on Bush a week
from today in Michigan.
"We're more than a protest candidate," Buchanan insisted Monday. "There's a tremendous movement, I think, in the country now
for Buchanan for president."
Not so, said the job's current
occupanL
"I think they are looking for
presidential leadership," Bush
countered on the Biloxi, Miss.,
television station WLOX in one of
a series of suppertime satellite
interviews. "I am not overly
concerned."
His confidence was rewarded by
75-year-old J.A. Lamon of Greenville, Miss.
"He's made some mistakes, but
the only ones who don't are the
ones who don't do anything,"
Lamon said as he voted today. "He
got the Russians off our back that's one outstanding
accomplishment."

•

,

. •

(Coned from page I)
people were injured by a tornado in
Zero, Miss., a tiny community near
Meridian, authorities said. At least
three of the injured, including the
husband of one of the dead women,
were hospitalized in intensive care.
A complete breakdown of the conditions of the injured was not
immediately available.
In Hale County, Ala., a child and
an elderly woman died in storms
early today, said Jeff Potts, administrator of Hale County Hospital. He
said nine people were treated for
injuries, and four had to be transferred to a hospital in Tuscaloosa,
about 40 miles to the north.
Downed trees interfered with
rescue efforts across the area.
Authorities said a motorist died in
northwestern Alabama after crashing into one, and a woman was
injured when a tree was knocked
onto her car in Lake Providence,
La.
In Muscle Shoals, Ala., a tornado cut a path about one-half block
wide and three to four blocks long,
said Colbert County Emergency
Management Agency Director
Eddie Hicks. Two businesses were
destroyed, and four other businesses and about 10 homes were
destroyed, he said.
Rescuers were slowed by
downed trees that blocked several
key roads and by sightseers looking
at the damage, said Alabama state
trooper Sgt. Rex Johnson.
Two sets of storms lashed
through Mississippi ovenlight, the
one that struck Meridian and one in
the north-central area.
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News of the World

Senate passes controversial child visitation bill

U.N. TO HEAR IRAQI ENVOY

UNITED NATIONS — The Security Council has been told of Iraq's continued intransigence in defying U.N. orders to disarm, but decided to hold off
issuing new recriminations until hearing from a top Baghdad envoy The
council discussed the issue Monday in preparation for a visit by Iraqi Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz, who was expected to lobby for accommodation in
the heightening confrontation over Iraq's weapons programs

I

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Kentucky Senate has approved a
bill that could send a parent to jail
for failing to hand a child over to a
former partner for a court-ordered
visit.
An opponent said embittered
men would use it as a weapon
against their ex-wives. But the
Senate's ranking member called it
a warning to judges who use their
enforcement powers too sparingly.

nal charges from an ex-spouse for
not complying with a visitation
order. A 90-day jail sentence
would be possible on a second violation. The sentence could be a
year for a third or subsequent
offense.
Scum did not take part in Monday's debate. He sat, shaking his
head, as Sen. Tim Philpot, a divorce lawyer, condemned it as "the
worst bill that's probably going to

Senate Bill 103, which prompted
one of the most vigorous debates of
the 1992 General Assembly, was
sent to the House on a 25-13 vote
Monday.
It was something of a crusade by
Sen. Dan Scum, D-Louisville, who
told in a committee hearing of
being denied access to his young
son after a divorce 32 years ago.
Under Scum's bill, a parent with
custody of a child could face crimi-

be passed."
It was "another weapon for the
husband to bang the ex-wife over
the head," Philpot. R-Lexington,
said.
Another opponent, Republican
Sen. Walter Baker of Glasgow,
said judges already have the power
to send custodial parents to jail for
contempt of court if a visitation
order is violated.

INSURERS CHECKING INTO GENES

COLUMBUS, Ohio — At first, Theresa Morelli just wanted some insurance
Now she's trying to prevent insurance companies from choosing customers
based on what's in their family genes. The fight began two years ago when
Ms. Morelli, 29, was rejected when she applied for disability insurance. The
company blamed Huntington's disease, a degenerative nerve disorder that
impairs movement and intellect. Ms. Morelli's father has had it for about 14
years. She could get it too, the company said. "There's no evidence I even
have it or will have it," she said in a telephone interview Monday from her
office in Steubenville, in eastern Ohio. "They just said I couldn't have insurance, period."

House passes two domestic violence bills
Rep. Marshall Long, DShelbyville, said HB115 offers
"critically needed protection" for
victims of domestic violence.
Other parts of the bill would:
•Include sexual abuse as a part of
domestic violence and abuse.
*Require courts to ensure 24-hour
access to emergency protective
orders.
*Authorize police to arrest someone for violating a protective order

In a related move, the House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Unmarried couples would gain pro- passed a bill 93-0 to allow courts
tection under Kentucky's domestic to take a history of abuse into conviolence laws with a bill that .sideration in self-defense cases.
That bill, HB256, also drew no
passed the House.
debate before being sent to the
Bill
House
debate,
any
Without
115 advanced to the Senate on an Senate.
The two bills have been
87-3 vote Monday. The bill would
offer unmarried couples the same endorsed by Attorney General
legal protection given to people Chris Gorman as part of a package
who exchange wedding VOWS or to expand Kentucky's laws on
domestic violence.
have children.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Electric utilities installing "scrubbers" in order to bum high-sulfur
coal could bill customers for the
cost sooner under legislation
passed by the Kentucky Senate.
Senate Bill 341, which passed,
33-3 Monday, would allow utilities
to add a monthly "environmental
surcharge" to customers' bills to
recoup the expense of complying
with a tougher federal Clean Air
Act.
It would apply to construction
and operating expenses, including
taxes and depreciation.
The plan is similar to the "fuel
adjustment clause," which at a
time of volatile coal prices allowed
utility companies to pass increases
on to customers monthly.
Sen. David Boswell, DOwensboro, said his bill was
intended to avoid "rate shock"
that would result from all the plant
construction being absorbed into a
utility's rate base at once.
Boswell denied it was "circumventing the Public Service Commission," which under the bill
would have to approve a utility's
plan for complying with clean air
standards.
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RUNNING ADS TO NAB CHINESE SPIES

if they have probable cause to
believe the order has been violated.
HB256 would allow judges to
grant shock probation to a victim
of domestic violence who was convicted of turning on the assailant.
Rep. Richard Lewis, D-Benton,
said Kentucky's spouse-abuse centers received nearly 29,000
emergency calls last year. He said
there were 63 homicides stemming
from domestic violence in 1991.

Prosecutors: charges aren't warranted
In probe of Western Kentucky regents

Senate passes bill to let utilities
collect construction costs faster
The legislation may be critical
for western Kentucky mines, whose
coal is higher in sulfur than coal
from eastern Kentucky or another
popular source, the Powder Basin
of Wyoming.
Also Monday, the Senate:
•Gave final passage to a House bill
that would allow 17-year-olds to
donate blood without a parent's
permission. The vote was 28-10.
One of the opponents, Democratic Sen. Nick Kafoglis of Bowling
Green, said the Red Cross wanted
the bill so it could hold blood
drives at high schools.
*Passed SB269, which would set
minimum training requirements for
police officers, including those on
small-town torces.
It would require 400 hours of
basic training in the first year and
40 hours of annual in-service
training.
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BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Two prosecutors said criminal
charges aren't warranted from a grand jury that investigated Western
Kentucky University's board of regents.
Warren County Attorney Mike Caudill and Commonwealth's Attorney Steve Wilson made the comments Monday u the grand jury was
preparing a final report on a probe of the board's decision to hire former Gov. Louie Nunn to oversee an audit of accounts controlled by
WKU President Thomas Meredith.
The grand jury was scheduled to reconvene this morning to finish

WASHINGTON — The FBI is investigating hundreds of cases of suspected
espionage by China, which spies on the United States as much as the
Soviet Union did in its heyday, agency officials say. But unlike Soviet spies,
who worked mostly out of their embassy, China's spying is more difficult to
detect because many of its agents are planted among the growing community of Chinese students, business executives and-academics in the United
States, the officials say. In an attempt to control the problem, the FBI is
running ads in Chinese-language journals asking anyone with information
about China's intelligence activity to come forth. The FBI "is appealing to
the United States Chinese community and to the newly arrived people from
the People's Republic of China with a request to help your new home country," the ad says.

INDICTMENTS IN CHICKEN PLANT FIRE

ROCKINGHAM, N.C. — Three officials of a chicken-processing plant were
indicted on manslaughter charges in a blaze last year that killed 25 people,
many of whom investigators said were trapped behind locked doors. Imperial Food Products Inc. was previously fined for locked exits and other workplace violations at the plant in Hamlet. A Richmond County grand jury Monday indicted Imperial Food owner Emmett'J. Roe; his son, Brad-M, floe,
who was director of operations at the plant; and plant manager James N.
Hair on 25 counts each of involuntary manslaughter. Each count carries up
to 10 years in prison.

WE ARE THE WORLD

the Mort
Although the grand jury does not have to abide by the prosecutors'
recommendations, Caudill said be believed members agreed with him
that criminal charges were not warranted.
Caudill said he didn't recommend charges because the regents acted
on the advise of their lawyers when they hired Nunn.
"I think they may well have violated some of those statutes dealing
with the hiring, but there is some ambiguity involving those statutes,
Caudill said. 'More important, they were acting under the advice of
•
counsel on each of the three occasions."
Regend voted twice to hire Nunn as special council at meetings Jan.
17 and Jan. 28, and voted Jan. 30 to hire Nunn as an audit supervisor.
The grand jury met on Feb. 26 and then again on March 4. Several
regents have testified before the grand jury, including Chairman Joe
Iracane. vice Chairman Patsy Judd, Steve Citron, Robert Chambliss,
Eugene Evans and Heather Falman, a student regent.

WASHINGTON — When 300 million Chinese watch the Super Bowl and
San Francisco 49ers caps are de rigueur in Europe and Fidel Castro is seen
doing The Wave, the evidence is strong that American popular culture has
conquered the world. Scholars gathered here today to assess the universal
impact of Madonna — and the implications of an ever-growing cultural revolution wrought by American ideas and entertainment. Invited to take part in
an American Enterprise Institute conference were a wide array of figures —
from former judge Robert Bork to professor Reinhold Wagnleittner of the
University of Salzburg, Austria, who wrote "The Coca-Colonisation of the .
World," and Steven Greenberg, director of Big Beat Records. With the Cold
War ended, it is now American values that are on the march — via the
movie theater, the VCR, Reader's Digest and MTV videos — to the point
that it is fair to ask, "Is the world Americanizing?" asks Ben J. Wattenberg,
a senior fellow at the institute.

ZAIRE INFRASTRUCTURE DISAPPEARING

KINSHASA, Zaire — At Zaire's largest hospital, strikes have emptied all but
about 50 of the 2,500 beds. The only signs of life are in the few rooms
where a handful of AIDS patients are dying. "The sick come, see no one in
the reception area, there's no one to care for them and they go back home,"
said Dr. Tombe Diabeno, chief of surgery at the Mama Yemo hospital —
named after President Mobutu Sese Seko's late mother. Across Zaire, an
infrastructure that broke down years ago is now fast disappearing. Communications are almost nonexistent, banks are mostly closed, people garden to
survive, and strikes deplete many workforces. Zaire's doctors walked off the
jobs in October to demand higher wages. Nurses and other medical personnel joined them last month, demanding both better pay and the resumption
of a national conference on democracy.
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Perspective on Politics

Election watch:
Super Tuesday
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press News Analysis

TAMPA, Fla. — Effective today, the prologue is past for Democrats
seeking the White House. The victories of Super Tuesday can be measured in the simple arithmetic of delegate votes for the Democratic nomination for president
Momentum, or doing better than expected, or any of the other artful
explanations the candidates and their managers have been offering so far
are not going to count much as the delegate commitments climb.
And they're diming fast: 783 delegates are at stake in the 11 states
holding Democratic primaries and caucuses today. Next week, 295 more
will be chosen in two states, Illinois and Michigan, and nearly half of all
the pledged delegates to the Democratic National Convention will have
been selected.
Republicans vote in eight state primaries, with President Bush still trying to break the pattern in which he wins every time — but with 30 percent or more protest votes against him.
No one's doubted Bush's ability to win renomination; Super Tuesday
will make him 14-and-0 in pnmary elections. So challenger Patrick
Buchanan says he's not keeping score by the numbers, and claims success
in Bush's concessions to his conservative cause.
Buchanan said the campaign "is about more than piling up delegates."
Perhaps, but that's what winning it is about.
Still, citing an opponent's feints, and pointing to the past as prologue
and precedent does have tactical uses.
Bush buried Buchanan and David Duke in a South Carolina landslide
despite the protest vote, and called it a precedent for the rest of the South.
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton's front-running Democratic campaign
looked for Southern impetus from his runaway victory in South Carolina
on Saturday after a Georgia landslide last Tuesday.
Still drawling denials that he is a regional candidate, Clinton reminded
Florida voters at every stop Monday that he's "fifth-generation
Arkansan."
Paul Tsongas, Clinton's chief rival nationally, said he has the campaign
problems of a stranger who had to get acquainted with Southern voters.
Tsongas does have some regional assets today. with primaries in Massachusetts and Rhode Island.
But the South is the real arena on the most intensive day of the primary'
campaign. Texas. with 196 delegate votes at stake today, and Florida.
with 148, are the two biggest prizes.
Tsongas concentrated his Southern campaign on Florida as his best
chance at a victory, with forays across the region. After all, losers still get
delegates to match their shares of the Democratic vote, so long as it's
over 15 percent.
While that has advantages for a second-place candidate it also makes
catching up more difficult because the delegate leader keeps adding to his
nominating strength even if he falters.
Clinton leads in pledged delegates now, and he is sure to widen that •
lead in today's competition.
The Arkansas governor entered Super Tuesday with 254 pledged nominating votes to 133.25 for Tsongas and 50.25 for former California Gov.
Jerry Brown, Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin had 81.25 when he quit the campaign
Monday, and 233.75 uncommitted delegates had been chosen.
It will take 2.145 delegate votes to-win the nomination when the Democratic National Convention makes its choice on July 15.
The Super Tuesday primary barrage dates from the 1988 campaign,
when Southern Democratic leaders tried to set up what amounted to a
regional primary to strengthen their role in choosing a nominee.
The idea was to have their states vote early in the season, all on the
same day, to give a push to a centrist candidate in keeping with Southern
Democratic tastes. There were 21 Democratic primaries and caucuses on
the first Super Tuesday.
But the regional strategy didn't work; indeed, it backfired. With Jesse
Jackson drawing the black vote, and two other candidates dividing Southern support as well, Michael Dukakis, the Massachusetts liberal, wound
up as the beneficiary. He won both Florida and Texas, among nine state
victories that day, on the way to the nomination, and the eventual defeat
that dragged down Southern Democratic tickets in the fall.
This time, Clinton has no Southern rivals on the ballot And while
Tsongas is a social liberal, his economic proposals are businesslike and
conservative.
The surviving liberal candidate, former California Gov. Jerry Brown.
skipped the Southern campaign.
So this Super Tuesday may finally fit the game plan.

•

A tribute to Alice Jane Davis
phone call. These
things often do. "It doesn't look
good," my sister-in-law says. Surgery
is slated for Wednesday, but we arc
summoned to Louisville right away.
"The doctor's not sure Alice will
make it through the operation," she
explains.
As soon as we hang up the phone,
the two of us become the three stooges
all at once. We randomly stuff articles
of clothing into suitcases, make lists
of people we need to call to make sure
the garbage is emptied, the cats and
dog fed
We try to make fun of ourselves,
our panic, but it doesn't work. Somehow each of us manages to gather
together what we need. Neither one
looks the other in the eye as we slip
suits for a funeral into our garment
bags.
Only 56, Alice had two bypasses
and a heart valve replacement in
September, another emergency. She
recuperated well from that surgery,
and reported that she felt- more
energetic than she had in years. She'd
even returned to work at the bank
pan-time before Christmas.
Lately, she'd been tired, and congestive heart failure had surfaced
again. That's what put her back in the
hospital. And now there was a new,
sinister turn - a rip in her aorta that
would have to be repaired.
It is the longest drive across the
West Kentucky Parkway that we've
ever made. We stop to eat, though
neither of us can remember where, or
what we had. We get there around
midnight, and though it is well past
our bedtime, neither one of us can
sleep.
At the hospital the next morning,
we are ushered into the Open Heart
Unit, where they've put Alice in the
room closest to the doors that lead to a
main hall. This is so we can slip in and
out easily, her nurse tells us.
It SLIflai with a

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes columnist
We are invited to stay with Alice
the whole day, not like the other
families who arc restricted to twentyminute visits every three-hours. "She
can have anything she wants," the
nurse says. and Alice - who has never
asked for much - orders a turkey
sandwich with tomato and lettuce and
plenty of mayonnaise.
The doctors talk to us out in the
hall, offering little encouragement
"It's a surgeon's nightmare," one of
them says.
"What can we do," we ask. He tells
us it is important to be positive. We
swallow hard and go back into the
room with Alice.
She looks well. Her color is good,
and she's cheerful in spite of the tubes
and the monitors that chart her vital
signs. We stand on either side of her
bod,-like two guardian angels, when
the surgeon recited to Alice what he
just told us. He is gentle with her, but
we see her flinch when he describes
the rip in her aorta.
We talk quietly with her all day.
Actually,she does most of the talking.
Her usually quiet voice has diminished to a whisper,and we lean toward
her to make sure we catch every word.
There arc no deathbed confessions or
outbursts. We talk about old times,
good times, and the better times we're
going to have when this is all over.
When visiting hours finish at 8:30,
we kiss Alice goodbye and tell her
We'll see her sometime tomorrow.
One of her last requests to us is that we
sign her up for membership in an

I BROKE MY PLEDGE ABOUT TAXES..

For Israel, no loan or no more guarantees
The Bush Administration's decision to link $10 billion in loan
guarantees to Israel with cessation of
settlements in the occupied territories
again proves that Israel has been right
in its refusal to allow any outsider to
control its destiny.
With their policy of politicizing an
essentially humanitarian issue, President Bush and Secretary of State
As recently as last week, Rabin told
James Baker have damaged the official hostilities and enter meaninginterviewers he favored settlements
chances for a meaningful peace agree- ful negotiations.
This scenario might have been for security reasons. In an earlier
ment They have also emboldened
hard-line Arab states, who now have fulfilled had not Israel's "friend," the interview, Rabin said the Jordan Valfurther incentive to refuse to give United States, decided to pressure the ley and Golan Heights are strategically vital to Israel's ability to protect
Israel what it wants and needs most: wrong country.
any
feel
states
Arab
should
Why
itself against threats from neighboring
by
announcement
Israel's
Arab
An
neighbors annulling their still offi- incentive to negotiate with Israel Arab states and terrorist groups.
when the U.S. government is doing
Opinion polls in Israel have shown
cially declared state of war.
them?
for
negotiating
among the 50 percent of the
that,
the
the
of
aftermath
War,
Gulf
In the
Many administration officials think population who are not members of
which saw Iraqi Scud missiles fall on
Israel while many in the Arab world a change in Israel's government will Shamir's Likud Party, many still suprejoiced over the killing of innocent improve the chances for a peace port settlements in the territories for
Israeli civilians, many believed that agreement. They believe that Israeli security reasons.
The administration continues to
Israel's standing in the world had been Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamh is
strengthened,particularly by her deci- standing in the way of a Nobel Peace behave like someone who believes
sion (made under heavy American Prize for Mews. Bush and Baker. that Elvis Presley is still alive. Despite
pressure) not to retaliate against Iraq. They think that, should the new head all evidence to the Cbntruy, it conMany also believed that the post- of the Labor Party, Yitzhak Rabin, tinues to believe peace could be
of those Arab states still at war win the June 23election, prospects for achieved if only Israel would return
with Israel had been weakened to the an end to settlement building will land it held following attacks on its
point that they would be forced to end markedly improve. They are wrong. territory. Yet, it has no evidence to
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Letters to the Editor
A

Dear Editor:
Rumor is rampant that the Ohio Valley Conference voted immediately
following the championship game Sunday to have the 1993 OVC basketball tournament in Honolulu.
True or not, that scenario would seem to be the logical next step in
continuation of the quest for an incovenience factor to eliminate Murray
State University's crowd -size advantage — since the move to Rupp Arena
in Lexington failed.
Another possibility that stems to be conFistent with OVC policy would
be to play without turning on the lights. Games played in the dark would
be just like the voting by coaches and sports information directors for
OVC Player of the Year. Everybody's anonymity is preserved, regardless
of how bush league the performance.
Dwain McIntosh
King Richard Drive, Murray

Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply witfi the following guidelines: Al lettere must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number inchided in case verification is
(telephone numbeth will not be published.) The Murray Ledreserves the right to caudate or reject any letter.
ne
get
Letters should be additosed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. lkit 1040, MGM, ICY 42071.

association for seniors. She has kept
the brochure and she hands it to me.
She likes the idea of the regular
monthly meetings, the craft classes,
and the trips that club members make
together.
Though surgery is scheduled for
7:30 in the morning, we are told not to
come to the hospital until after noon
the next day. When we get there at
12:30, we are armed with plenty of
reading material, in a childlike longing for diversion.
It is difficult to concentrate amidst
the commerce of life and death in a
hospital waiting room. We hear other
families receive good news. Every
hour or so a nurse coordinator, a
young man, reports to us on the
progress of Alice's surgery.
"He's still at it," the young man tells
us, his eyes focused on the toes of our
shoes.
By 3:30, we have paged through all
the magazines and • newspapers.
Slack-jawed, we watch the soap operas that appear on tv like a series of
bad dreams. The nurse coordinator
stops by more frequently now, still
without any new news. At 4:30 we
begin pacing. Word comes that the
surgeon is having trouble stopping the
bleeding.
Alice's best friend from work arrives at five. She sits with us, but no
one has anything to say now. We all
are wondering what's next.
At around 5:30,the nurse coordinator enters the waiting room with the
surgeon right behind him. A third

person,a woman holding i clipboard,
brings up in the rear. We stand in one
swift movement,like soldiers coming
to attention. I wonder if we're going to
have to hear about Alice right here,
with other families watching us.
We are herded to another room,and
we walk in a straight line, without
touching each other. The surgeon
describes the operation, the extent of
the damage that was impossible to fix.
When we have no questions, the
surgeon exits. He looks exhausted.
We are left to the other two. There are
papers tcr sign, personal effects to
collect.
When we get back to Alice's house,
it hits us that she will never come
home again. We begin making the
phone calls, and each time we tell the
story our voices break. It doesn't get
any easier.
The next three days are a blur of
formalities. There's a wake to arrange,
a funeral to organize. We pick out
flowers that match Alice's beautiful
blue eye. We start to sort through
items in her house,the same house her
parents lived in for years.
We meet people we've never met
before, friends and co-workers of
Alice. She had told them all about us.
She has bragged shamelessly about.
her nieces and nephews to all who
would listen, and this is reported back
to the family as balm to soothe the
terrible loss.
My husband and his brother have
lost their only sister, their children a
dearly beloved aunt. Cousins, aunts
and uncles grieve. They will miss
Alice's wry sense of humor, her spirit
of good will and gencrousity. She
spent most holidays with us, and there
is no one to fill the empty place at the
table.
None of us is the same without
Alice Jane Davis,a woman who loved
her family fiercely, in her own quiet
way.

back up this belief.
Last week, White House Chief of
Staff Samuel Skinner agreed with
allegations that presidential candidate
Patrick Buchanan may be an antiSemite. It is not a label that should be
tossed around lightly. But the same
anti-Semitic feelings may be lurking
within the Bush Administration.
How else to explain the constant
battering of Israel and the courting of
the Arab states and their oil fields?
How else to explain our friendly acts
toward nations like China and Syria,
whose human rights records are appalling, and our ill treatment of the
Middle East's only democracy?
Aid to Israeli immigrants ought not
to be seen as a reward for behavior
that is politically correct in the eyes of
the United States. It should be viewed
as humanitarian assistance.
The U.S. labored for years to free
Soviet Jews from the clutches of their
Conununist oppressors. Now we
seem to want to reinvent the "wandering Jew" by keeping them from their
homeland and simultaneously destabilizing the Jewish state, which has
never needed our help and friendship
more than it does now.
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Black leadership conference to be in Murray

Murray State University's Office of
Minority Student Affairs wilt host a
Black Student Leadership Conference
March 20-21 in the Curris Center on
campus.
The conference is titled "Cultivating Leadership Through Knowledge."
Topics to be discussed throughout the
two-day event include minorities in
the work force, the importance of a college education, black male/female
relationships and black fraternities
and sororities.
Activities, on Friday, March 20
begin at 8 a.m. with a continental
breakfast and registration. The rest of
the day will include four sessions
concerning topics such as black college athletes and the black student on
a predominantly white campus. A
luncheon with DreRoosevelt Shelton
of Kentucky State University as the
Murray Middle School 1992 Regional Champion Chess Team poses keynote speaker will be held from
12:30 to 2 p.m. in the Curris Center
with their first place team trophy. Pictured are (from left) Stephen
Breeding, Josh Price and Mark Stockton. David Crouch was not pre- ballroom.
Then, from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m., a
sent for the photo. Price, Breeding, and Stockton finished first, second, and third respectively in individual competition. The team will fashion/variety show will be presenadvance to the state chess tournament in Bardstown later this month. ted in the CUITiS Center Theater.
Tamikia Dumas of Murray State is the
organizer for the show. A dance is
also scheduled from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
in the ballroom.
Againl on Saturday, a continental
breakfast will be offered from 8 to 9
a.m. A lecture on "Cultivating LeadThe third annual spring Land Be- LBL's North and South Welcome ership Through Education" will foltween The Lakes (LBL) Shoreline Stations. The clean-up hike begins at low in the Curris Center Theater from
Hike will be held Saturday,March 21, 8:30 and ends at noon. Participants 9 to 10 a.m.
"The purpose of the hike is to clean that would like to preregister and pick
the shoreline areas in and around up bags in advance can do so by
LBL," said Laura Vanarsdel, admini- calling (502) 753-7638.
strative assistant with the LBL AssoLBL is a 170,000-acre national
ciation (LBLA). "Cosponsors, this recreation and environmental educayear, include LBL, LBLA, the Ken- tion area located between Lake
tucky Lake Environmental Aware- Barkely and Kentucky Lake in Westness Network (KLEAN), and "Into ern Kentucky and Tennessee.
the Streets," a group of volunteers
For further information, call the
from Murray State University."
Volunteers will register at 8 a.m. at LBL Association (502) 924-5897.

Shoreline hike to clean up
LBL scheduled for March 21st

A career fair will be held from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. on the second level of
the Curris Center. Ken Trice of the
Office of School Relations at Murray
State is in charge of the career fair.
Following an hour-long break, the
leadership conference will end with a
teleconference titled "A Celebration
of Black history. Beyond thc DreArn
IV: Discovering the Past. - Understanding the Future." The teleconference will be presented from 3 to 5 p.m.
in the Curris Center Theater.

which covers all materials, the luncheon, fashion show and dance. According to Doris Clark, director of
MS U's Minority Student Affairs and
coordinator of the event, the conference will not only be beneficial to
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The cost for the conference is $10,

Hello .
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community into. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

BIG STOREWIDE DISCOUNTS
"Great changes are underway at"

CRASS
FURNITURE

Ire-haa
Hostess Kathryn Ckaland 753-3074
Hostess Ingeborg King 442-8348

black students on campus, but also to
all other students, staff and faculty.
For more information on the leadership conference, call the Murray
State Office of Minority Student
Affairs at (502) 762-683a.

103 S. 3rd St.

753-3621

Leadership You
Can
Om

Mathcounters

dale&

Pictured above is Calloway Middle School's Math Team which recently captured second place in the Regional `Mathcounts' contest held
in Paducah. Calloway Middle School along with winner Paducah
Middle School will advance to the state championships Saturday
March 21st in Lexington. Members of the team are pictured from
right; David Wison, Mike Wojociehowski, Patrick Haney, Derek Vandermolen and John Drennon. The team is coached by Bill Miller.

ECIALxx
siSPDTIME
xxUMITE
DISHWASHER
KUDI22XX WITH EXTRA FEATURES
=IMRE
Quality Features
• Quiet Scrub' sound insulation
• TriDura porcelain on steel lank
and inner door
HP Gold Seal reversing motor
•
• Sure Clean water heating system
• 4 Way Hydro Sweep" wash arm

C171117=71

Extra Features
• 16 posihon adjustable upper rock
• Nylon Durokote Racks with
5 year warranty
• Small items basket with cover

SAVE'70 OFF Retail

Joe Dick, Chairman ofthe Board and ChiefErecutive Officer (seated) and Charles S. Foster
President and ChiefOperating Officer

olks in Murray and Calloway County have long
depended on the Bank of Murray for financial
leadership. Sound management and innovation have
molded our reputation as a leader in the community
... and as a partner in your financial success. For personal
service and strong leadership, You Can Bank On Us!

F

19g2h
5/
T1/11ro

Bank ofMurray

lititcheursAki€1
For the way it's made:"

Ward-Elkins
Court Square

•••

,

.
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• 3 ...;"of

Murray

753-1713

You Can Bank On Us!
101 S. Fourth Street

Murray, Kentucky 42071 1 (502) 753-1893 • Member FDIC
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Quilt Show and Sale scheduled

JO'S DATEBOOK

Tuesday, March_ 10

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
'Twos9:30 a.m., Story Hour/0:30
a.m.. and used book sale.
Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.

The Young Actors Guild will have a Lock-in starting at 8 p.m. Friday,
March 13, until 7 a.m. Saturday, March 14. Members wishing to attend
must bring a 2-liter drink or munchies for admission. Each one should
bring a sleeping bag and be prepareed for a night of fun and games and
very little sleep, according to a YAG sponsor.

Ladies of VFW.H. Eddie Roberts
Jr. Auxiliary17 p.m./Willis Center.

Walker shower planned Sunday
A shower for Nancy Walker and her son, Frankie, whose home and contents were recently destroyed by fire, will be Sunday, March 15, from 2 to 4

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion
Hail, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Starrp.m./Masonic Hall.
Carter and Robertson School
Skating party/6-8 p.m./Circus Skal
ing of Murray.
Parents Anonymous
lnfor7.53-0082

p m

Groups of CWF of First Christian
Church will include Group I/10
a.m. with Blanche Titsworth and
Group 111/7:30 p.m. with Joyce
Evans.

p.m. The event will be in the Fellowship Hall of Dexter-Hardin United
Methodist Church, located on Calloway-Marshall County Line, just east of
U.S. Highway 641 North.

Ttie UT. West-Tennessee Agricultural Museum, 2 Ledbetter'Gate Rd., U.S. Highway 70A and 79 North,
Milan, Tenn., will host a Quilt Show and Sale on Friday, March 13, and Saturday, March 14, between the
hours of 8 J.M. to 4 p.m. Admission is free. Quilts, afghans and lap robes may be brought to the Museum
and set up for display on Thursday, March 12, or early Friday morning. They may be sold or traded
during the show but must be left on display until 4 p.m. Saturday. This will be co-sponsored by West
Tennessee \g Museum, the Carroll County Extension Homemakers and the Gibson County Extension
Homemakers. Pictured with some of the prize quilts are, from left, Iva Lee Pegram, Louise Cole, Irene
Morris, Maureen Hopper, Mildred Goff, Joann Chilcutt, Dometra Foster and Beatrice Barker. For information call 1-901-686-8067.

Babies, dismissals, deaths listed

First Baptist Church WM1: group
meetings ill be Louello Beddoe'T
p.m./Marilyn ETh]!.

one -ea born admission, dismissal.
,ne expiration at MurrayCal,34.a'. County Hospital for FriIsla.: 6, have been released
as

Calloway County Band Booster.:
5:30 p.m.'band room of Calloway
County ii!gh. Shoo!

Newborn admission
Naga- baby girl, parents, Regina
and W :ham 610 Fairlane Dr Murray

Kindergarten Registration sc.hoo
hours/Southwest toda,.. from, 5 to p ir at List. North ar'',! So'Jtv.c.;

ry Rd Dover Term Mrs Doyce L
Carte, R., 2. Box 466, Mayfield,
Mrs Dorothy J Pounds. 103 Byrd
'Rd Paris Term ; Paul Neval Reed,
32 North' F,fth St . Murray.
Mrs Doris j Sullivan Rt 4 Box 45,
Benton Ms Dorothy Wagoner K2
Souts.de Manor Murray.
Mrs Tammy M Crouch and baby
Rt 1 Box 369, Murray, Mack

National Scouting Museum,oper
9 a m.--1
(Cont'd on page 7)

Dismissals
Ms Teresa L Boren. 177 Wynnfer-

Moo,;e Women gi-ce donation

Goff, P.0 Box 421, Murray;
Mrs Mary F. Parker, 1321 W. Main
St . Murray, Miss Laurel A. Rogers and
baby boy, 199 Boyds Landing Rd.,
Cadiz

Expiration
Mrs Josephine Broy, Rt. 6, Box
124 Murray.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, March 7,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Mikulcik baby girl, parents. Stacey
and David. Rt. 5, Box 253, Murray.
Dismissals
Adam 14.4 Bomar, Rt. 5, Box 85C,
Paris, Tenn.; Carl W. Chester, Rt. 1,
Box 113, Kirksey;
Miss Lin-Cee Cowan, 729 Dumas,
Si, Paris, Tenn,: Mrs. Vera D. Kimbro,
Rt 4, Box 126-C, Murray;
Robert E. Latta, P.O. Box 224, Clinton: Ms. Edna Merrell, Ftt. 7, Lynn
Grove Apt. 6, Murray;
Mrs June A Parker, Rt. 1, Box 109,
Kirksey; Mrs. Lona B. Phelps, B3 Murray Manor. Murray:
Mes. Cleo Hazel Todd, 407 North
Third St., Murray; Mrs. Denise Carter
and baby boy. Rt. 1, Box 195, Puryear,
Tenn
Mrs Louanna Trimble, Rt. 3, Box
330-E, Murray, Mrs. Connie M.
Wethington and baby girl, P.O. Box
162, Calvert City.

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, March 8,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Thompson baby boy, parents, Tiffany and Mat, Rt. 5, Box 527, Benton.

Dismissals
George Smith, Box 187, Gilbertsville; Mrs. Beatrice C. Blakely, West
View Nursing Home, Murray,

Mrs. Mary K. Calloway, Rt. 4, Box
391, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Erma Lee Wilson, Rt. 1, Box 76, Almo;
Mrs. Lavenia Stewart, Rt. 6, Box
338, Murray; Mrs. Virginia Gladden,
Rt. 2, Box 10, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Margaret R. Camp, 806 North
17th St., Murray; Mrs. Stacey A. Mikulcik and baby girl, Rt. 5, Box 253,
Murray;
Mrs. Patricia Gail Morrison, Rt. 3,
Box 278, Murray; Mrs. Regina D.
Hagan and baby girl, 610 Fairlane Dr.,
Murray.

Five newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Monday, March 9, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Men baby girl, parents, Kathleen
and Dean, Rt. 5, Box 336, Benton;
Darnell baby girl, parents, Alicia and
Stacy, Rt. 3, Box 19V, Murray;
Jones baby girl, parents, Vidd and
Larry, 102 Parks Dr., Apt. A, Murray;
Anderson baby boy, parents, Jackie
and Dilham, P.O. Box 122, Cadiz;
Lindsey baby boy, parents, Christina and Steve, 221 South 15th St.,
Murray.

Dismissals
James Gilliam, Rt. 1, Box 130,
Almo; Bill Miller, 113 Ashland Circle,
Ashland City, Tenn.;
Riley Stacy, 521 Kenton Heights No.
1, Cadiz; Mrs. Mary Lerlene Taylor,
307 Third St., Hazel;
Mrs. Maybell Jones, Rt. 2, Box 218,
Hazel; Vernon Campbell, 1701 College
Farm Rd., Murray;
Miss Daisy Lee Pace, 1109 Elm St.,
Murray.

Expirations
Miss Hester O'Neal, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray; Mrs. Maudie Brown,
717 Pine St., Benton.

Purchase District Beauty
Pageants to be March 28
The Mayfield Graves County
Jaycees will sponsor the Purchase
Robert Billington Jr., left, president of Murray-Calloway County Unit
District Fair Beauty Pageant at 7
of American Heart Association, accepts a check from Edna Bogard,
p.m. and the Little Miss Fair
senior regent of Murray Chapter No. 1465 of Women of the Moose.
Pageant at 6 p.m. on Saturday,
This money for the Heart Fund was raised through collections for the
March 28, at Mayfield Middle
Valentine Kings' and Queens' Contest held recently.
School Auditorium.
Rehearsals for the pageants are
locEtArx aims/Ledger a Times photo
scheduled for 10 a.m. and 11 a.m.
the morning of the pageant on
March 28.
Deadline for entries will be
Wednesday, March 25. The age
requirement for the Little Miss
Pageant is 4-8 years of age. Queen

2
FoR

Arak

Specialty Items
Our Specialty

candidates must be between the
ages of 18 and 27 by Feb. 1, 1992.
Entry fee for the Little Miss contestants will be $25 and for the Fair
Queen contestants will be $75.
Sponsors may be solicited for the
contestants.
Awards and prizes will be given
to the four runners-up and the winners of each pageant.
The Purchase District Fair Queen
will be sent to the Miss Kentucky
USA Pageant and her fee will be
paid by the Mayfield Graves County Jaycees.
For more information, call or
write Kym Rickman, Pageant
chairman, Rt. 4, Mayfield, KY
42066, phone 1-376-2061.

SERVICE NOTES

SALE
All Handpainted Porcelain

LAMPS
Large Selection
While They Last!
„

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd. St. • 753-3621

-Wedding Invitations
-Thank You Notes
-Paper Plates
& Napkins

We are pleasedio annouricethat Mitzi McCalkm, bridesled of Rodney Key, has made
her domestic^ and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Mitzi and Rodru7 will be
married April 25, 1992.

-Ink Rubber Stamps
Much, Much More

NieyY PETTY OFFICER 3RD
CUBS BENJAMIN R. PASE,
son of Beverly M. Smith of Rt. 1,
Farmington, recently reported for
duty at Naval Station, Norfolk, Va.
A 1983 graduate of Farmington
High School, Pase joined the Navy
in July 1986.

Best Prices In Town'

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

QUICK PRINT

Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Southside Shopping Center
759-4796

Murray Country Club will have a sit-down dinner on Friday, March 13.
Serving will be from 7 to 8:30 p.m. The menu will consist of chicken kabobs,

salad, wild rice, vegetables, rolls and dessert. The price will be $9 per person. Reservations may be made by calling 753-6113.

YMCA events planned
Murray Family YMCA has new spring events and classes planned. A
MSU Mini Break Day Camp will be Thursday and Friday, March 12 and 13.
Beginning March 16, Tots in Motion and Self Defense Class will start. On
Friday, March 27, a Sixth, Seventh and Eighth Grade Over Night will be
held. For more information call the YMCA office, 759-9622, located in the
Weaks Community Center.

Alliance for Mentally Ill Thursday
Murray Alliance for the Mentally III will meet Thursday, March 12, from 6
to 8 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
'Voicing Concerns/Support' will be the discussion to be led by Don Brock,
Licensed Social Worker. For more information call Brock at 762-1107, or
Melody Myrand, 436-2518.

Phebian meeting at Bennett home
Nettie Bennett will open her home at 1624 Tabard Dr., Martin Heights
Subdivision, Murray, for a social by the Phebian Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. The guest speaker will
be Rebecca Church, chaplain at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Martha
Moore is teacher of the class and Anne Vinson is class president_ AU members and associate members are urged to attend, a class member said.

Singles' events planned
The Singles Organizational Society will have activities tonight, Thursday,

March 12, and Saturday, March 14. The group will meet tonight (Tuesday)

at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. Tom
Butler from WPSD Channel 6 News will speak and March birthdays will be
celebrated. Thursday the group will meet at the chamber at 5:45 p.m. to
caravan to Big Apple Cafe at Puryear, Tenn., for Mexican food with Joette
as hostess. On Saturday, the group will sponsor a St. Patrick's Dance from
7:30 p.m. to midnight at Joe Creason Community Building, Benton. This is a
nonprofit support and social group for single adults. The purpose of the

group is to provide support and positive social interaction for singles of all
ages. For information call Pamela/753-7638, Jeanne/753-0224,
Sharon/1-527-9748, or Rebekah/1-247-5765.

After School TV class planned
Murray City Schools will be participating in an after school interactive TV
class on March 17, 19, 24 and 26. The class is an introduction to Japanese
language and culture and is open to Murray cq School students in Grades

7 to 12. Class size is limited and the fee is $5. To register call Jean Bennett,
753-4363 or 753-2590, by Wednesday, March 11.

Senior Adult Fellowship Friday
Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church will celebrate St.
Patrick's Day on Friday, March 13, at 11:45 a.m. at the church. Corned beef
and cabbage and funny stories by group members will be shared. Reservetons should be made by Wednesday, March 11.

Xi Alpha Phi to meet Thursday
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi Sorority will meet Thursday,
March 12, at 7 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. Inez Shinstine will be hostess for the meeting. Members are urged to
note the change in meeting place.

Murray TOPS will not meet
TOPS *Kentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will no longer be meeting at Southside Manor on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. We are presently seeking a new location for our Tuesday
night meetings, and you wil be notified of our new location through this column,' said Lois M. Wilcox, leader. TOPS is an international, nonprofit
weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination of group
dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Educational video tape available
The Educational Seminar, presented by Dr. James Willis at the Calloway

County Public Library, has been recorded on video tape. The video tape is
now available for check-out to library patrons, courtesy of Murray Woman's
Club.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
WATCH.(Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped) needs
aluminum cans for an ongoing work activity. Anyone wishing to donate cans
may bring them by the center at 702 Main St., Murray, from Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.; or call 759-1965 for pick up.

Gardening seminar on March 17
A Flower Gardening Seminar, 'Bursting-N-Bloom,' for members of The
Leisure Life of Bank of Murray will be Tuesday, March 17, at 2 p.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank of Murray. ,Rob Stanfa from Rolling Hills
Nursery will be the speaker. Persons may call Martha Covey at 753-1893 to
reserve a spot at the seminar.

Silk Screening
T-Shirts, Caps etc...

WAL-MART

Country Club dinner Friday

Special evening on March 19
24-Hour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

A Research Evening wilt be Thursday, March 19, at 530 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant, Murray. This wilt be sponsored by Sigma Theta Tau, Delta

Epsilon Chapter, Murray State University. Presenters will be Dr. Betty Pow'Maternal Identity: Satisfaction and Employment Among First Time
Mothers;' and Dr. Nance)
, France on 'A Phenomenological Inquiry of the
Child's Perception of the Human Energy Field Using Therapeutic Touch.'
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Style Show on March 17

Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings are scheduled

PAGE 7

I fonisbit speaks to AARP

Alcoholics Anonymous and Al-Anon are both active groups in the Murray and Calloway County area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) meets every day of the week except
Thursday.
These meetings are held at the American Legion Building at South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
A "closed" meeting means that a person who has loved one or has a
possible problem with alcohol may auend, but they should call one of the
phone numbers and they will help them make plans to attend. This is
helpful to members and newcomers alike.
The meeting schedule is as follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open meeting.
Wednesday - 11 a.m. - open discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to newcomers.
Saturday - 8 p.m. - open meeting and also for Al-Anon for men and
women with alcoholic problems in family.
Sunday - 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. - closed meetings.
For more information about AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136 or
435-4314.
Members of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club,
from left, Barbara Brandon, Joanne Niffenegger, Mary Beth Hays,
Sally DuFord and Edith Noffsinger, plan the refreshments for the
"All That Glitters" fashion shows, sponsored by the Department, to
be held Tuesday, March 17, at the club house, 704 Vine St., at 12
noon and 7 p.m. Tickets for the luncheon are $7 each and for the
evening dessert event $4 each. Proceeds support music scholarships
for local students. Tickets may be obtained from any department
member or from Annie Nance at the downtown Peoples Bank.

Shedd Tutorial Program
now taking applications

•

ENDAR
CAL
(Coed from page 6)
Wednesday, March 11
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m.

Kentucky Paralegal Group
-beginning its second year
monthly. KPA holds district meetings throughout the state and hosts
an Annual Forum in November of
each year.
To obtain an application for
membership or additional information, call Julie Franklin, District 1
Representative, during daytime
hours, 1-821-7252, or write to her
at P.O. Box 547, Madisonville, Ky.
42431.

'Awards of Poetic Excellence'
poetry contest being conducted
SISTERSVILLE, W.Va. —
Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum Inc., is
offering a grand prize of $500 in
its new "Awards of Poetic Excellence" poetry contest.
There will be 34 other cash
awards which are also being given
away. The contest is free to enter.
Poets may enter one poem only,
20 lines or less, on any subject or
in any style.
Contest will close March 31, but •

poets are encouraged to submit
their work as soon as possible,
since poems entered in the contest
also will be considered for publication in Poetic Voice of America, a
hardcover anthology.
Prizes will be awarded by May
31.
Poems should be sent to Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum Inc., Dept.
C, 203 Diamond Si, Sistersville,
W.Va. 26175.

WilCOX playSut 111t'c't1l1
Thomas Wilcox of Murray is pictured as he plays his guitar at a
meeting of Four Rivers Music
Friends held Sunday, March 1, at
Annex of Calloway County Public Library. Four Rivers meets
each first Sunday afternoon of
the month. Music is for all ages
from 10 to 80 and the public is
invited, according to Vel Burkeen, group member.

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee at
Pagliai's/12 noon.

Oaks Country Club Ladies'
events include bridge/9:30 a.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Sunday
School workers/6:15 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

Pottertown Homemakers Club/10
a.m./Holiday Inn.
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club/10 a.m./Ellis Community
Center.
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club/10 a.m. potluck/home of
Inez Butterworth.

We need you.

Registered Nurse Refresher
Course planned by JPAHEC

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Grace Baptist Church events
include Children, Youth, CollegeCareer and Adult Bible Studiesf7
p.m.; Weekly Workers/8 p.m.

Paris Road Homemakers Club/
home of Lyda Sue Collins.
Senior Golf Group/9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study,
regular business meeting, Acteens,
RAs, GAs and Mission Fiends/7
p.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Free blood pressure checks/11
a.m.-1 p.m.

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Teacher
Training/6 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Klaymata and Children's
Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/
6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m/for senior citizens' activities.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./hospice office of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.,
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Lenten Bible Study/10:30
a.m.; Liturgy Committe and H.S.
PSRP

Fleming at meeting

National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Kathie Fleming of Alpha Mu
#4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority, recently attended
a state convention planning meeting at Bowling Green.
Fleming is second vice president
of the Kentucky State Chapter 9(
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International
Sorority, and is serving as state
convention chairman.
The meeting was held at the
home of the local convention chairman, Pat Kisling, Bowling Green.
Also attending were Linda Kepplinger, co-chairman, Grace Shannon, state president, and Vicky
Waggoner, first vice president/
president elect.
The state convention will be
April 24, 25 and 26 at BowlingGreen.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Spring Ploughing, Fence
Building, Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Feeding
Time of Fallow and White-Tailed
Deer/9:15 a.m., Bald and Golden
Eagles/2 p.m. and Red Wolves and
Coyotes/3 p.m./Nature Center;
Seven Wonders of the solar
System/11 a.m. and 2 p.m./Visitor
Center.
Overeaters Anonymous/beginners
at 5:15 p.m. and regular at 5:30
p.m./Ellis Center.
Administrative offices at Murray
State University closed today for
spring break.

We are pleased to announce
that Melissa Green, bride-elect
of Chris Dodd, has made her
domestic and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Melissa and Chris will be
married April 10, 1992.

We are pleased to announce that Mitzi McCallon,
bride-elect of Rodney Key
has selected her bedding
and bath acCessories from
Ott bridal registry.
Mitzi and Rodney will be
married April 25, 1992.
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"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whltnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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weeks.
The 80 hours of clinical experience can also be completed over a
12-week period, if desired. Course
beginning time should be carefully
selected by the nurse so that full
attention can be given to completing the course and the process of
returning to the nursing profession
can be expedited.
This program is offered in all 12
counties in the Purchase AHEC:
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, Marshall,
McCracken and Trigg.
Further information and course
materials can be obtained by contacting the Purchase Area Health
Education Center at 1-444-8011 or
by writing to Registered Nurse
Refresher Course, Purchase Area
Health Education Center, P.O. Box
7769, Paducah, KY 42002-7769.

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

American Heartito
Association Nr

•.

The Jackson Purchase Area
Health Education Center (Purchase
AHEC) in cooperation with the
Kentucky Nurses Continuing Education Network (KNCEN) has
developed a Registered Nurse
Refresher Course for 150 Contact
hours of continuing education.
The course is designed for RNs
who have not practiced for a period
of time and would like to re-enter
the nursing work force.
A 12-week at-home study didatic
and 80 hours of clinical experience
under the guidance and supervision
of a registered nurse preceptor are
included in the course. The clinical
experience may be done in a facility of the nurse's choosing.
The begining date for starting
the course is selected by the nurse
at his/her convenience. Once the
at-home study portion has begun, it
is designed to be completed in 12

et14.$4.

715 E Broadway Mayfield

247-8537

JO BURKEEN/Ledger & Times photo

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

Betty Hornsby, left, spoke at a meeting of Murray/Kentucky Lake
Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons held Feb. 25 at
Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Hornsby talked about her experiences as a teacher of English for three months in China. She also
discussed the home life of China, their customs, their government, etc.
Hornsby is retired from the Library at Murray State University. She
was introduced by Robert Hendon, standing, president of the local
AARP Chapter. At right is Orvis Brinn, chapter secretary. The chapter meets each fourth Tuesday at 12 noon at the Holiday Inn. All
interested persons are invited to attend, Hendon said.

First United Methodist Women's
Circles/Wesleyan with Inez
Jonesrl p.m. and Ruth Wilson with
Delma Trotter/7:30 p.m.

Bingo/K/C Building/7 p.m.
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Henderson. Programs in
42066 or
KY
Mayfield,
493,
Box
Paris.
and
are in Camden
7.
1-247-800
The students who are accepted call

The Kentucky Paralegal Association, the statewide membership
association for Kentucky's paralegals, is beginning its second year.
Persons interested in a future as a
paralegal are urged to become a
member of KPA.
KPA keeps its membership
informed of developments in the
legal profession through its newsletter, "One Voice," published bi-

Wednesday, March 11

Tuesday, March 10
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SPORTS
Other Eagle steps forward;
Calloway falls 59-49 in First
Graves 59, LADY LAKERS 49

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray ledger& Times Staff Writer

17 SI 27 40

CAU.CAVAY CO.

With their leading scorer planted °SAVES CO. CALLOWAY ism 11 SS 41 1141
is tent/rose 12. Sims 10. Swim 7, Owl 2
on the bench in foul trouble, Paw
TOTALS FO A 1140 Thrro-polo• 1-10 (S010001) FT-A
03
12-21 %towed. 32 (rlorrOLoctle 11) Twosomes 15,
Graves County, the state's
GRAVES (SIR
ranked team, was primed for an r4est1 23. Co:Ahem 10 Pave 10. 144,4011 Pudoss 3.
T)onscood
3. Oaks 2 TOTALS Ff:1,A 1
Dubin
upset in Monday night's opening 24 iCcatioop 2) FT-A 21-31 nsecures 311
Region
First
round of the girls
somebody fouls out or gets hurt,
basketball tournament
Playing against a dangerous Cal- then somebody else has to step in
loway County squad and with the and replace them. That's just part
state's ,Miss Basketball candidate. of being - on a good team."
Coming intel the game with a
Christy Henry, limited to just 13
minutes because of foul trouble, 27-4 record and a Top 10 ranking,
the Lady Eagles were facing an Graves was favored in their matchup with Calloway County, who was
uphill battle.
The onl. thing standing in the the Fourth District tournament
way as Graves' lance Heath as runner-up to Marshall County, but
the senior forward scored a game- both coaches knew it was going to
high 23 points in leading the Lady be a close ballgame and it was.
"It was like two boxers that were
Eag!es• to a 59-49 win over the
standing there trading punches all
upset-minded Lady Lakers.
"That's just part of being a night and at the end they were still
senior," said Heath, who scored standing," said Calloway head
seven points in the final quarter, coach Peter O'Rourke, who saw his
including three free throws. "When team fall to 14-11 with the loss. "I

don't think we could have played
any better."
Graves County coach David
Elliott, who hasn't seen his team
lose to a First Region opponent this
soison, was relieved after the win
over the Lady Lakers.
"Dodged a bullet? I thought we
dodged a mortar shell," said Elliott.
"I thought it was a great game."
The first half featured seven lead
changes as Henry was saddled with
a technical following a blocking
call and sat out most of the second
quarter.
"We had Henry out of the game,
but we couldn't take advantage of
it," said O'Rourke. "They do a
good job without her and then step
up and hit the free throws."
Calloway County, leading 17-15
after the first quarter, saw a Henryless Graves team rally and regain
the lead on a Becky Puckett free
throw with 4:18 left in the first
half. The Lady Eagles were able to
(Cont'd on page 9)

Spears leads Lady Falcons
Hickman Co. 50, Heath 35

Stan Report
Murray Ledger a Times

Once it got going. Hickman
County's Lady Falcons couldn't be
stopped.
Melissa Spears scored 11 of her
game-high 18 points in the first
period of Monday's game to get
Hickman out to a 21-8 lead in their
first-round game against Heath in
:he First Region tournament at
,strray State's Racer Arena.
They maintained that lead and
e:ir.-.inated Heath 50-35.
Hickman. now 17-11, will face

OS 17 17 111
21 10 42 SO
HEATS
AleasnOw 9 Bobo 11 rionl S Blom
Cu."' %win 2 TOTALS FG-A 1654 Throb-pow
G. A 3
3-0 '
Ratoz..Adi 19
rOCKSAN CO. (SO)
10 Ward 1 Spews IS, Weir 7 Storobn
, TOTA-S FG-A 16-46 Throw-pow 14 FT-A
,3-20 R•Octer1s 33
4LAIW
HICKMAN CO

rap

atr

Graves County in Friday's first
semifinal game. All games will be
played on the Murray State
campus.
With Heath leading 8-7 with four
and a half minutes remaining in the
opening period, Hickman scored

the final 14 points of the first quarSTEVE PARKER/Ledger It Times photo
ter. Spears, who dominated the
Darra Mitchell and Valerie Shelton
to
guards
instructions
gives
O'Rourke
Peter
coach
County
offensive glass and finished with Calloway
County Monday night.
to
Graves
loss
regional
the
Lakers'
Lady
during
hidden)
(partially
points
seven
11 total boards, scored
in less than a minute to spark the
Lady Falcons.
Hickman forward Jessica Ward
scored the final six points of the
period and had eight on the night.
Kruger received seven votes
ATLANTA (AP) — Lon Kruger, only unanimous selection on the
Heath, which was out-rebounded
the panel. ,lolan Richardson
from
was
unanima
also
team,
All-SEC
Florida to an unexby Hickman 33-19, scored the first who steered
of the Year in of Arkansas and Wimp Sanderson
Player
as
ous
choice
the
in
finish
second-place
pected
six points of the third quarter to
was voted the voting by the regional panel of of Alabama also received votes.
make the game interesting starting Eastern Division,
The 7-foot-1, 294-pound O'Neal,
1992 Associated Press Southeast- sports writers who participated in
the second half.
Twenty-five poll this a junior from San Antonio, Texas,
Top
the
AP's
Year.,
the
of
Coach
Conference
ern
Hickman led 30-17 at the half,
LSU's Shaquille O'NeaOr".41 season.

LSU's O'Neal heads SEC team

Ewing returns
to old Ewing
in Knicks' win

Sutcliffe sour in debut;
Jackson's pain is a pinch
MIAMI (AP)—Rick Sutcliffe's
with the Baltimore Orioles
Trnpressive: one run, four
is and a walk in just two innings.
S::ffe insisted after the
Orioles' 8-4 victory over the Chi:ago White Sox Monday that his
right shoulder was healed. And
although five of the 11 batters he
faced reached base, Sutcliffe said
his performance should be interpreted as simply another notch on
the timetable designed to have him
in peak shape when the games real.y count.
-Physically, everything's fine.Sutcliffe said. "I tried to throw a
little bit harder than (last week),
yet everything was up in the strike
zone. Not a great performance, but
I got some good work in."
Bo Jackson began his week of

decision by striking out once and
hitting an RBI single against Sutcliffe at St. Petersburg, Fla. After
limping badly to first base on the
hit, Jackson left for pinch-runner
Joe Hall.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Patrick Ewing played like, well, Patrick Ewing, which was too much
for the Philadelphia 76ers.
"We couldn't make a shot and
Patrick Ewing dominated the
game," Philadelphia's Charles
Barkley said after the Ewing-led
New York Knicks crushed the
76ers 111-99 in the only NBA
game scheduled Monday night.
"Hey, he's Patrick Ewing," said
Barkley, who finished with 21
points but was held scoreless in the
final quarter. "Obviously it was a
dissappointing loss tonight. But
I'm more dissappointed with the
way we lost."
Charles Shackleford, Ron Anderson and Greg Grant combined to
shoot 19-for-26 from the field, a
siuling 73 percent. Unfortunately,
they are the substitutes. The Philadelphia starters shot only
20-for-50 — 40 percent.
"When we don't make shots,
we're not going to win a lot of
games," said Barkley. "I don't
know what happened tonight"
Ewing finished with 35 points
and 11 rebounds. But he and his
teammates were upset their fourth
consecutive victory didn't come
easier.
"We had a bit of a shaky start,"
New York coach Pat Riley said.
"They missed a lot of shots. We
kept working and stayed close."
Ewing was more blunt.
"I wish we could have put it
away earlier," Ewing said. "We
knew what we had to do and we
did ii"
Riley made a defensive switch,
putting Xavier McDaniel on Barkley. McDaniel was more than
adequate, and chipped in with 20
points on the offensive end.
"We didn't want Charles to get
anything easy," Riley said. •
McDaniel enjoyed the prospect
of playing Barkley.
"I like playing the best forward
anyway," McDaniel said. "It's just
a challenge. I've focused because
of him. I have to be more alert.

"I can't go on like this," he
said. "It's no fun getting two atbats and letting someone run for
me. I'm selfish that way. I like to
run for myself."
Jackson was placed on waivers
by the White Sox last week and
baseball officials said Monday that
he will clear at 2 p.m. EST Tuesday unless claimed. The move is
designed to allow the team more
flexibility in dealing with his contact and roster status. The team has
until Sunday to exercise a 1992
option for $910,000.
MICHAEL BARKS/Ledger & Thnes photos

WARD'S LEATHER & JEW4RY
4— .
/
11

GOLD, DIAMONDS,
Turquoise, Sterling Silver, Black Hills' Gold.

HATS, TACK, WESTERN WEAR, BOOTS,
Belts, Billfolds, Dusters, Handbags, Prints & other gifts.
Over 500 Buckles to choose from
Bel-Air Shopping Center
0. 12th St. • 759-1816 • Mon.-Fri. 10-6 • Sat. 10-5
(Behind Sirloin Stockade)

Sally Hopkins Can Show You
How Refinancing Could

Put Your Kids through College
•,PP to 8 -5 .po
Reduce your rate just l'olsatitrom
in a S50,000 30-year mortgage, and you save over S13,000
($13043(J0 to be exact). That s money you could use for
other important things like your chil4rehs education.
Plus, Sally is an expert at refinancing. Her iot, is to make
the whole process easy for you. If we were you, we'd
bank with us!

REPUBLIC
"44

1201 Main Street. 759-100
Kenny Rose
Sally Hopkins

Rotes sabred to Owl, Stated nut as ut 1/3/92

Gray named player of year in Fourth
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Time Sports Editor

Mayfield's Stephanie Gray was
named the girls' Fourth District
player of the year this week, by
members of the media in Benton,
Mayfield and Murray.
Gray, a 5-8 senior, averaged
21.3 points per game for the Lady
Cardinals. She edged out Marshall County's Jennifer Burkeen
for top honors.
Gray and Burkeen were joined
on the first team by local standouts Anne Paul and Valerie Shelton of Calloway County and Murray High's Mary Catherine Wooldridge. Renea Hornbuckle of
Murray and Calloway's Kwanda
Hornbuckle earned honorable
mention.
Paul was second on the team in
scoring but her 966 points ranks
her third on the Calloway all-time
list. She also averaged 10

rebounds per game.
Shelton returned from a brilliant freshman season to average
17 points in 1991-92.

iriOn:::r Foram
Harrow
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• STEPHANIE GRAY •
Mayfield
Player of the Year
• • • •
FIRST TEAM:
Jennifer Sodom, Marshall Co.
Anne Paul, Calloway Co.
Misty Rowell, Mayfield
Patricia Powers, Mayfield
Mary Nell Roberts, Marshall Co
Valerie Shelton, Calloway Co..
Mary Catherine Wooldridge, Murray High

HONORABLE MENTION: Kwanda Hornbuckle, Calloway; Renea
Hombudde, Murray; Bridget Howard,. Marshall; Joy Pullen, Marshall; Amanda Seaford, Marshall.

Call us and set up an
appointment with or

Preinklee

fitness professionals.'

I le.ilth Anti I aness Club
759-9999

rniverc,itv Square

i
„
... -•*. .

"Anne and Valerie complement
each other so well," said their
coach, Peter O'Rourke. "You
(Cont'd on page 9)

1992 Girls' All-Fourth District Team

Extra Pounds
Got You Down?

Savings Bank

•

left) Calloway's Anne Paul and Valerie Shelton joined Murray's Mary Catherine Wooldridge as
first team Fourth District selection.

(FR=

Tax Consultation
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
Service
and Tax
Page at 753-8107
Call Tony
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Actions& Reactions
HOCKEY
NEW YORK (AP)- Talks between NHL owners and players broke off
after nine hours of discussion that the both the union and owners said
yielded lithe. There was no indication that the players intend to strike right
away, although the union, which says it has strike authorization from every
team but one - reportedly Minnesota - will poll its players in the next
few days. If there is a strike..irs likely to occur in the playoffs.
QUEBEC (AP)- Eric Lindros turned down a contract offer from the
Quebec Nordiques that would have earned him more than $55 million over
10 years, Quebec radio station CJRP reported.
As well as paying him at least $55 million - not Including bonuses over the life of the deal, the contract reportedly contained "a Stanley Cup
clause" that would have obliged the Nordiques to trade Lindros as soon as
the team won the Stanley Cup.
CHICAGO (AP)- Former U.S. Olympic goaltender Ray LeBlanc was
scheduled to start for the Chicago Blackhawks tonight against San Jose
after being promoted from Indianapolis of the IHL. By playing in at least
one NHL game, the 27-year-old LeBlanc becomes eligible for the expansion draft involving the new Tampa Bay and Ottawa franchises.

BASEBALL
CARACAS, Venezuela (AP)- The judge who freed Julio Machado on
Friday ruled that the Milwaukee Brewers relief pitcher must remain in Venezuela. Machado, charged with unintentional murder in the shooting death
of a Venezuelan woman, must stay near his home in Maracaibo until
Judge Rimer de Orellana rules on a prosecution motion that he not be
allowed to leave the country until after his trial.

BASKETBALL
DALLAS (AP)- Roy Tarpley, banned from the NBA for refusing to take
a mandatory drug test, has joined the Wichita Falls Texans of the CBA.
Tarpley, expected to be in uniform tonight against Tri-City, was banned for
two years from the NBA on Oct. 16, when he refused to take a drug test
and received strike three in the NBA's anti-drug program.
NEW YORK (AP)- Karl Malone of the Utah Jazz, who averaged 29.5
points and 10.3 rebounds in four victories last week, was named NBA
p13yer of the week.

Lady Colonels, Tech will
meet in OVC title game
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (AP) Eastern Kentucky stands in Tennessee Tech's way tonight as the
Golden Eaglettes try for their
fourth straight Ohio Valley Conference tournament title and a NCAA
tournament berth.
"Eastern was the preseason
favorite and I'm sure they are really wanting to come in here and win
it, but so are we," said Tennessee
Tech coach Bill Worrell Monday
night.
Tennessee Tech 87
SE Missouri 74
Dana Bilyeu and Roschelle
Vaughn each scored 28 points to
lead the Golden Eaglettes (20-8).

E. Kentucky 72
Middle Tenn. 67
Garee Goodin scored 28 points
and grabbed 12 rebounds in the
Lady Colonels' victory.
Sherry Tucker led the Lady
Raiders with 19 points, followed
by Robinson's 12. Niki Bonner
scored 10.

(Cont'd from page 8)
couldn't ask for a better kid than
Anne. It's been a pleasure coaching her the last two years.
"The best thing about Valerie
is that she's just a sophomore."
Wooldridge led Murray High
in nearly every statistical category. She averaged 18.5 points per

was no different.
"I just wanted to cut down the
drive and her 3-point shot. That's
where she gets her points," said
Payne, who held Shelton to seven
points, 10 points below her season
average.
Two quick Shelton baskets narrowed the lead to 56-49, but Shelton's jumper from the right side
with 2:53 would be the last Lady
Laker bucket as they missed four
3's in the final minutes.
Calloway seniors Anne Paul,
Kwanda Hornbuckle and Krista
Stalls led the Lady Lakers in scoring. Paul had a team-high 18, while
Hornbuckle finished with 12 and a
team-high 11 rebounds, as Stalls
added 12.
"I was really proud of my
seniors," said O'Rourke, who
closed out his second season at
Calloway with the loss. "I don't
think there was one minute tonight
where they didn't give me everything they had."
Graves will move on to Friday's
semifinals where they'll face Hickman County in a 6 p.m. contest.

tired toward the end," O'Rourke
said of his Rand. "Graves has such
a physical team and it really wears
on you playing that type of game."
While the Graves offense was
clicking, the Lady Lakers went
stagnant as Calloway's leading
scorer, guard Valerie Shelton, was
hounded by Graves' Terri Payne
and double-teamed most of the
night.
"Terri did a tremendous job on
Shelton, plus she (Shelton) was
getting double-teamed every time
she came down the floor," Elliott
said. "She does a real good job
defensively and she did a tremendous job tonight."
Payne said she usually draws the
defensive assignment of the team's
best scorer and Monday's game

LSU's...

Spears leads...

753-4563

Spring
Is For
Planting

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

David
i
King

Carlisle County at 6 p.m. and
land meets Ballard Memorial at
7:45. The boys begin plarviith
doubleheaders on Wednesday and
Thursday.

753-8355

I% Region
Alien Central 13, Beery 5$
Sheldon Clark 75 Pewits 34

HIGH SCHOOL SCORES
BOYS

COLLEGE SCORES

4th
Frankln-SiMpson 65, Todd Gentral 47
Glasgow 48 Clriton Co 35

MIDWEST
Evansville 74 Notre Dams 56
TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic 10 Conference
Seminal,
Massachusetts 78 Rho% Island 67
West Virginia 44, Tweet 41
Colonial Athisoc Association
C hampionship
Old Dominion 78, James Madison 73
East Coast Conference
Charroionshp
Toeson St 69, Helens St
Metro Atlantic Athienc Conlerence
Championship
La Salle 77 Manhattan 76
led-Continent Conference
Seminal'
E Illinos 75. Nis -Green Bey 65
II -Chicago 13. Cleteland Si 59
%seam Valley Conference
Championship
SW Miuoztl St 71, Tulsa 68
North AtlanIc Conference
Sentinels
Delaware 76, Vermont 64
Drexel 97, Mame 79
West Coast Conference
C Airmanship
Papperdine 73 Gonzaga 70

GIRLS
le Region
Hickman County 50. Heath 35
Graves County. 59. Calloway County 49
2nd Region
ce
Christian Co 55, West Hopkins 45
Caldwell Co 70, Union Co 47

ilth Region
Built East 67. Oldham County 64
Scott County 44, Henry County 34
9th Asp.,
Dios Heights 62. Castipb County 55
Simon Kenton 80. Newport 32
10th Region
Nicholas Co 70, Augusta 45"
Bath Co 53, Mason Co 47

EXHIBITION BASEBALL

125 Region
Russel Co SS, Laurel Co 52
Lincoln Co 48, Garrard Co 41

Monday's Games
Clndrinati 4, Los Angeles 2
Boson 6. Houston 3
Montreal 5, N Y Yankees 1
lAnnesola II. PlasOurgh 2
Baitinsons 6. Chicago White Sot 4
Detroit 1, Kansas Ctly 0
NY Mete 5, Atlanta 3
St Lois 7, Texas 3
Tnronto 7, Philadelphia 6

135 Region
Jackson Co 61, Knot Central 45
Bel Co 68 Harbin 45

Graves opened the second half
on fire going on a 7-0 run to lead
35-26 with 5:21 left in the third
quarter, but Calloway answered
with their own 8-0 run to close it to
one with 3:22 left. But the Lady
Eagles would take the lead into the
fourth qaurter as four straight
Heath free throws made it 41-37.
"It was very physical inside.
Everytime I went up I either got
hacked or missed the shot," said
Heath, who hit 13 of 16 free
throws in the game.
"I have a lot of respect for her, I
think a lot of people sell Janee
short," O'Rourke said.
The decisive run came at the
start of the fourth quarter as the
Lady Eagles went on a 15-6 run to
open the final period as Heath had

(Cont'd from page 8)
(Cont'd from page 8)
led the conference in rebounding, but Heath's Beth Sanderson and
field goal percentage and blocked Joey Alexander pulled the Lady
shots. He was Player of the Year Pirates to within 23-30 in the first
for the second season in a row. minute of play. Alexander scored
two more buckets to get Heath
Joining O'Neal on the first team within five, 27-32, before Hickman
announced Monday night were scored the final 10 points of the
Allan Houston of Tennessee, Jamal half to take a 42-27 lead into the
Mashburn of Kentucky, Todd Day fourth.
and Lee Mayberry of conference
Sanderson led Heath with 10
champion Arkansas and Joe points and Alexander had nine.
Harvell of Mississippi. Mayberry
Hiclunan's versatile Ashley Rodand Harvell, the SEC scoring leadgers,
who fouled out with less than
er, tied for their position on the
minutes to play, finished with
three
team.
10.
The girls' bracket of the First
O'Neal and Houston, also a
Region tournament resumes tonight
junior, were the only repeaters
when Marshall County takes on
from last year's team. It marked
the third year in a row each has
been named to the first team.
The second team consisted of
Alabama's Latrell Sprewell and
Robert Horry, Georgia's Litterial
Green, Florida's Stacey Poole and
Mississippi State's Tony Watts.
Named to the third team were
Wesley Person of Auburn, Vernel
Singleton of LSU, Chuck Evans of
Mississippi State, Oliver Miller of
Arkansas, James Robinson of Alabama and Reggie Tinch of Georgia.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

5th Fiegion
Central Hafer, 50, Lalbis Co. 37
/Amnon Co 62, WasNngton Co 61

game and was second in
rebounds.
"She's very deserving of the
honor," Murray coach Jimmy
Harrell said of Wooldridge.
"She's played for us for four
years and started three of them.
She's made many contributions to
our program."

PAGE 9

SCOREBOARD

3rd Region
aredinnege Co 55, Grayson Co 39
Muhlenberg South 61, Dame% Co 41

Gray named....

NCAA's 64 Other Eagle...
tournament (Cont'd from page 8)
six points in the stretch. A Bobby
Colthorp 3-pointer and Heath's two
the
half.
28-26
lead
into
take
the
free
throws with 3:59 left made it
filling
spots
"We did a tremendous job of 56-43.
our composure," Elliott
"We wanted to take it right to
up quickly; keeping
said of his team's play without them," said Elliott. "I think BobHenry. "I was more worried about by's 3-point shot was a big key in
them scoring than losing her the game."
4 more in
points."
"I think we may have gotten
Va.
RICHMOND,
(AP)-Regular-season titles carry
little weight and offer even less
consolation when an NCAA tournament bid does not accompany the
championship.
fhat's why James Madison,
which tied for the Colonial Athletic
Association crown during the season, and Metro Atlantic winner
Manhattan are wearing worried
looks today.
The Dukes, who were 12-2 in
the CAA, the same record as Richmond, were beaten by third-seeded
Old Dominion 78-73 Monday
night. That sent the Monarchs
(15-14) to the big tournament and
left James Madison (21-10) hoping
for an at-large bid.
Manhattan also must go tho
route to get into the NCAA tourney. The Jaspers (23-7) blew a
five-point lead in the final 1:21 and
fell to La Salle 77-76. For La Salle,
which is leaving the MAAC for the
Midwestern Collegiate Conference,
it was the fourth conference title in
five years.
Also making the NCAA field
was Southwest Missouri State,
which beat Tulsa 71-68 to win the
Missouri Valley Conference.
Southwest Missouri (23-7) earned
its fifth NCAA berth in six years.
The Bears, the No. 3 seed, have
Ann 15 of their last 16 games.
Pepperdine got by Gonzaga
73-70 to win the West Coast title
and an NCAA spot. The Waves
(24-6) won their 33rd consecutive
WCC game, a league record, and
qualified for the NCAAs for the
second year in a row.
In the other conference final,
Towson State defeated Hofstra
69-61 for the East Coast crown.
But that does not carry an automatic bid for the Tigers (17-13).
Hofstra finished 20-9.
In conference semifinals, No. 22
Massachusetts advanced in the
Atlantic-10 with a 78-67 victory
over Rhode Island. The Minutemen
(27-4) will be at home against
West Virginia in the A-10 final
Thursday night. The Mountaineers
edged Temple 44-41.
In the Mid-Continent, Eastern
Illinois upended top-seeded
Wisconsin-Green Bay 75-63 and
Illinois-Chicago took Cleveland
State 83-59. The championship
game will be at Cleveland tonight.
In the North Atlantic, top-seeded
Delaware beat Vermont 76-64 and
Drexel whipped Maine 97-79. The
winners meet Wednesday niglit at
Delaware.
In another game Monday night,
Evansville helped its hopes for an
NCAA spot with a 74-56 romp past
Notre Dame.

Bilyeu, who had a career-high with
the 28 points, also tied a Tennessee
Tech and OVC records with eight
3-pointers.
Renee Rogliudi led Southeast
Missouri with 16 points, with Julie
Meier adding 14. Alison Morris
scored 13, and Dawn Westman 11.
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY I
901 SYCAMORE

753-8355

Professional Real Estate
HOME

Beautiful home, wooded lot, 3 bedroom, 2 baths, large garage, quiet
area In nice subdivision In county. A
must to
$93,500.

as..
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PRO

A&A
Auto Rental

Buy Any New Poulan Pro® Riding
Tractors before April 30 & receive

Holland Motor Sales

a Gas Powered String Trimmer

•Daily & Weekly Rentals
<lean. Dependable Cars
*Call Us For Rate',

r'
_

East Main St.
753-4461

FREE
Retail Value $ 129.95 - $ 229.95

11Y;f31

SEE YOUR PARTICIPATING
DEALER TODAY!
,

Creative Landscaping

407 N. 12th. • 753-1725
BUY A
TRACTOR
GET A

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

FREE
TRIMMER
Prices starting at $ 1199.00.

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tiriiing."

D&W Auto Glass Shop

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

512 S. 12th St., Murray
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• 5 HP Briggs & Stratton Eng.
• 17* Tilling Path
• Counter-rotating rear tines
throw dirt fonvard to be
tebled for maidnium efficiency
• 7 position depth slake
• Forward A reverse transmission
whandle mounted controls

Murray +lome & Auto
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger 84
Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway /County Public Schools
(753-2893).

Second-graders at East Calloway are shown enjoying their picnic
lunch during "Beach Party". The lunchroom employees decorated the
cafeteria to carry out the theme and the students wore sunglasses and
brightly-colored, summer clothes.

Math Attack is an optional math program offered at the Murray city
schools, grades 1-6. Here, first and second grade students pose in
front of star charts listing the Robertson participants. Pictured in the
front row from l-r) are Carley Faughn, Sara Jane Cunningham and
Chris Owen. In the back row are Laura Kay Bennett and Matt Oakley. The first and second grade program is sponsored by HT Marketing and Cheri Theatres.

Luke Rickman, a STP eighth-grade student at Calloway Middle,
makes a classroom presentation and practices public-speaking skills.

•
Erin Owen, a freshman at Calloway County High School, is doing an
oral book project on "Little Women". She is using a doll dressed in a
wedding gown to describe the wedding of the oldest sister, Meg, in the
book.

4During a unit on library and books, Debbie Lampe's kindergarten
class at Southwest Elementary made a class book and wall mural
about the book "Swimmy" by Leo Lionni.
Math Attack is administered by parents and pictured here are students whose parents are operating the third and fourth grade component. From left to right are Reid Johnson, Aliesa Volp, Rebecca
Brown, Cliff Darnell, Chris Naulty and Jeremy Smith. The Carter
program is sponsored by the Bank of Murray and the Cheri Theatres.

East Calloway Elementary had their annual "Beach Party" in January. Shown pictured (from l-r) are Crystal Underwood, Marc Gipson,
Greg Billington, Jamie Parrish and Bryan Boehmer. The students
were encouraged to dress for the occassion and bring beach towels to
sit on while they ate their lunch.

After reading "Romeo and Juliet", Andy Rose (standing) and Tom
Richter (at left) wrote a satirical verson of the scene in which Romeo
kills Paris. Also shown is Jason Lett.

Math Attack promotes problem solving in mathematics. Here, Jacob
‘lathts, Jason Bright, Kristin Kopperud and Brian Dawes work on a
math problem. The Murray Middle fifth-grade program is sponsored
by Kopperud Realty and the Cheri Theatres.

Michael Pritchett's dad shares his arrowhead collection with Southwest primary students as part of their thematic study of Native
Americans.
Recently, all of the Southwest Elementary kindgergarten classes did a
unit on money. Dollar the Clown came to help them learn more about
money.

Math Attack students Autumn Alcott and Jeff Hedges discuss a math
problem. Almost all students in each grade are participating in the
optional math program. The Murray Middle sixth-grade program is
sponsored by a grant from the Murray Foundation, which has sponsored the Murray city schools Math Attack program from its inception. Cheri Theatres is also assisting with the sixth-grade program.

4,14.,'A •

odri7
Richard Pond, a senior at Calloway County High School, was chosen
u the Century 211-WSJP Radio Student of the Week. Pond, the son of
Harold and Betty Pond of Hazel, is a member of the CCHS band.
Pictured above with Pond, is Jean Bird (at right, of Century 21, and
Jobeds England, of WSJP.

These students in the Calloway County middle Khoo, physical educe
tion class take part in the "Jump Rope for Heart" fundraiser. Pictured (from 1-r) are Julie McClellan, Jamie Sanders and Jessica
Birdsong.
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Kindergarten students at Southwest Elementary enjoyed making their
own fraction fruit snack at the end of their fraction unit in math.
Shown Wan 1.r) are teacher's aide Becky Nance, Eddie Kobraei and
Stephanie Finch.
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday a p-.m.
Thursday EditionWednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
' In Memory

Lost & Found
Ni I

E

Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

060
090
100
110

NIISCELLANEOUS

Farm Equipment
Livestock 8c Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
...Feed & Seed

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

410
540
560
570
240

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

PUBLIC NOTICE

The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater for a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and 'nonapproved• charges can
mum your out-of-pccket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to 11662 in 1992.
For more information
call

ON MARCH 30, 1992 THE
CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
WILL PUBLISH A LIST OF
TAXPAYERS WHO HAVE
FAILED TO PAY THEIR
1991 PROPERTY TAX
STATEMENTS.

McConnell
Insurance Agency

JO CRASS
CITY CLERK
020

753-4199
'our 29th year ofservice'

3 NOMINEES have been
selected for the SITE
BASED Deasion Making
Committee Gina Wilson,
Jerry Gorrell, and Tina Carraway Voting will be Tuesday, March 10th at the PTO
Conference, from 3-7pm.

020
Notice

Notice

Mr. J's-Lady's
Tanning Special
10(30 W.) Visits $20
or
10. Per minute
753-1300
M-S 94
Sun. 1-5

ATTENTION Tobacco
Growers Mac's Greenhouse tobacco plants $33
per 1000 Mayfield, KY
Call 247-1622 days,
247-5447 nights
AURORA Pizza' Magic
Open all year at 5pm
Closed Mon and Tues
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9
1 800-649-3804

LOOKING FOR COLLEGE
MONEY? The problem.
The rising cost of college
education. The solution:
Over 4,000,000,000 (4 billion) dollars irt finanaal aid
available to students who
qualify For more information call or write, AM
Academic Services, P.0
Box 630, Murray, KY
42071, 759-9988

Wil Trortl
Callowel
PUIOO CO,
Omar
Sosany
Marin
pas 43421143

SKOPwc
& Warm
No Job
Too Send
Or Too Sp

CRAFT & Gift Show, Celebrate 'Fanfare June 11,
12 and 13, booths available Inquines, S.A SE to
Shows, 420 Lorna Dr ,
Nashville, TN 37214

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Benchmark Copy Paper
8'hx11, 5000 Sheet, 20 Lb. While $24.90 per case
Benchmark Computer Paper
9.12x11, 2400 Shees, 20 Lb. White__ $21.95 per Gass
No. 10 Regular Envelopes

pnIszi
ii
Silatte&i
1111111111A1 MainalliWa WIII.00111

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR • TRALER TRAMG CENTERS
T

24 lb White, Wove, Impnnted With Standard Return Address,
Bladi or Blue Ink

1000 For $35.92

Leon Dick 8 Son
Mayfield, Kentucky
Fax 502-247-6714
Phone 502-247-3063

060
Help
Wanted
DAY waiter or waitress, ex
penence preferred Apply
in person, Seafood Express, Olympic Plaza,
Murray.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open et 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall

DRIVER6-Earn to $550
weekly, part-time and fulltime, all shifts, several
openings now available
800-327-6389

KY 444 west to Johnny Robertson Road.
south to So Hai* ;load. right on Sq Hai* Road

ALL PHOCLEDS GO I() CHARITY
Murray
/53 0466 P0 Bus 1033

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

DRIVERS •Min age 23.'1
yew OTR exp 'Spousal
riding program 'Good pay
and benefits with CDL
27C/mile to start McClenTrucking,
don
1-800-633-7233

a

EXPERIENCED backhoe
operator for septic tank installation Experienced
only need apply 759-1515
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a Job/ A
GED7 Hope for the future?
You may qualify if You do
not have your CD or high
school diploma, You we
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
protect a funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTP A
C.11JTPA Out 01 School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 .
8a m 11 304 m

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

PARK RANGERS. Game
Warden, Security, Maimemince, etc No sap. necessary
For information, call
219-769-6649, eat 7159,
9w-9pm, 7 days

McConnell Ins. Agency
Hopkinsvtile Fed Say Bldg
7th at Main, Murray, Ky

•

EfTecti,,,e „Ida

191

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Hun, 60% Discount 3rd Hun.

Rental
280 ........Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
310
320
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
330
, Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360
Sales

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.) '
81.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.

SERVR7ES
Days

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

r

2"

3"

4"

5" 1 6"

7"

1

5.00

10.00

16.00

20.00

25.00 30.00

35.00

40.00

45.00 60.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 130.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

485

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts

490

Used Cars

495

Vans
Used Trucks
Campers

480

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

500 •
510
520

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
254 per word $6.00 minimum let day.
6s per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.):
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Boats & Motors

SkuatIon
Wanted

Ankles
For Sai•

PHARMACIST West Kentucky Home Therapeutics has
a need for a pan-time and
on-call pharmacist that may
lead to a full-time position.
Please submit resume to:
WKHT, 3038 Lone Oak
Rid, Suite 4, Paducah, KY
42033, Attn: Pharmacy Manager, or call, 502-554-4+563.

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home 753-1379

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES, PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy.

FIREWOOD green or seasoned 753-5476

REAR tine tiller, used 1
year, $550 753-9302.

OAK, no bark $20 pickedup. $25 delivered Murray
436-5560

HOUSECLEANING, references 753-7910
LADY 11 years experience
sitting with elderly people,
any hours Home, hospital,
nursing home Call,
753-1086.
WILL do housecleaning in
Murray Available Monday
and Tuesday. Call evenings, 474-2131, leave message and phone number,
will call you back

EARLY Amencan, Broyhill
sofa and chair, 3 couch
length Maple 4-drawer
chest, extra long double
bed, box springs and mattress, super firm 437-4848

100
Business
Opportunity

ELECTRIC stove, $50
OBO Couch and chair,
$30 Manual treadmill like
new, $50 753-4128

MURRAY Taxi Cab business for sale Established
customers Call 753-8787,
ask for Mark

SOLID oak entertainment
center, $200 753-2905

130
TWIN size mattress, box
springs and metal bed
frame, 6 months old, good
ANTIQUES by the piece or condition Call 489-2787 afcollections. Call 753-9433 ter 4pm
after 5pm.
140
CASH for mobile home
Firm
tires $7412 each
Equipment
527-2932
METAL, Martin house JOHN Deere 7000 4 row
planter, fertilizer 8 insecti753-4725
cide 435-4265
TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks 759-4836 or
200
436-5322
Sports

Went
To Buy

USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts.
901-642-6290.

150
Articles
SUMMER Employment:
For Sale
Certified teachers for science, math, English, social
CABBAGE Patch dolls
studies. computers and 25
shelves, wicker
wicker
3
computer lab for six-week
chair.' 2 Gemini, 3-way
program Hiring depends
speakers. Call 759-1582.
upon position availability
application,
of
Send letter
CHARLES FRANCE' wild
resume, names and phone life print, Snow Leopard,
numbers of two references, fleeing Encounter. Market
and copy of certification to: value, $1200, will sell $900.
Upward Bound, Murray 753-7419 after 5pm.
State University, Murray,
KY 42071 by March 20, TREADMILL, like new.
1992. Murray State Univer- 753-3672 after 5pm.
sity does not discriminate
One of South's
on the basis of race, color,
Largest Distributors
or
sex
origin,
nationality,
of Misses Designer
handicap in its programs
and activities. The following
and
Sportswear
person has been desigHome Furnishings.
nated to handle inquiries
Availabie in large or
and recognizes the Universmall quantities. Tresity's non-discriminatory
policies Dr. Doreen Rauch,
mendous variety at
Director of Affirmative Actremendous savings.
tion, 319 Wells Hall, Murray
Call
State University, Murray,
KY 42071, 502-762-3155.
615-381-0802
SUMMER Employment:
Part-time tutors in math,
science, social studies, and
English for six-week program Hiring depends upon
position availability Must
have cumulative 3 0 GPA.
Tutoring and TRIO experience preferred Send letter
of application, resume,
names and phone numbers
of two references to.
Upward
Bound, Murray State University. Murray, KY 42071
by March 20, 1992 EOE
M/F Murray State University does not discriminate
on the basis of race, color,
nationality, origin, sex or
handicap in its programs
and activities The following
person has been designated to handle inquiries
and recognizes the Univer
sity's non discriminatory
policies Dr Doreen Rauch.
Director of Affirmative Action 319 Wefts Hall. Murray
State University, Murray,
KY 42071, 502-762-3155
WORKING band needs ex
penenced lead player that
sings For more information cat 489-2267

JERRY'S Custom Kitchen
Cabinets now accepting
applications for workers
Prefer experience 409
Sunbury behind Bunny
Bread Murray

615-388-5582

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

NO DOWN PAYMENT
BUILT ON YOUR LOT
New 3 BR Ranch. Energy efficient, brick home with 2 full
bhtlis,fireplace,central heat and
air, vaulted ceiling, dishwasher,
range, wall to wall carpeting,
skylight, conventionally built on
crawl space over 1550 sq. ft. for
only $47,900.

TAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
Since 1958

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

Basement & Garage Optional

••
•

i• a .4

OAK and hickory $27 50
delivered or $22 50 pickup 436-2778

22n

klusical
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
SOUNDDESIGNS James
C. Gallimore Electric. ProLogic Theater systems and
Whole House stereo system's. 759-1835

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

Apartments
For Rant

LOT for rent in Mobile
Home Village water furnished. $70/mo Coleman
RE, 753-9898

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

ann
Business
Rentals
20'x30 COMMERCIAL
space on US 641 North
near Shoney's Call John
Downs at M T G
753-4000

2BR 2 bath deluxe duplex,
garage, gas heat, appliances, Michelle Dr Coleman RE, 753-9898
2BR 2 bath, WD hook-up,
central H/A water and appliances furnished References and deposit required No pets $325/mo
753-3949

COMMERCIAL property,
917 Coldwater Rd Formerly Juanita's Florist Deposit and references required Terms and lease
negotiable 753-6069

RETAIL SPACE
FOR RENT

210

Illemilsneoue
BEAUTIFUL White Pines
2' to 6' tall, you dig, easy
digging soil $1 50 per ft
753-5421

COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies. We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Equipment
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
1989 MELEX 4-wheel gol
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
cart with top, windshield
and many more extras (Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
Looks and runs like new, and Antiques (Fulton) We
buy coins and stamps and
used very few hours
753-5273 days, 753-0156 appraise estates CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
after 6pm, ask for Ron
753-4161.
WINCHESTER model 70
nfies, all calibers, new,
250
$399/ea. Roger, mini-ranch
Business
223, new, $461. Roger
Services
model 77 Varmit, heavy
barrell, 22-250 with 6-24 PRIVATE Investigato
scope, used, $499 Beretta D.B.A. Confidential Invest
303, matte finish, 12ga. 3* gations, Southside Shop
magnum,30'or 28* vent rib ping Center, Suite 4102
barrell, new, S537. SKS, Murray, 753-2641.
7 62x39, accurate and dependable, new, $129. We
270
also have diving equipment
Mobile
and' fishing supplies in
Homes For Sale
stock. Paris Landing Sporting Goods, located 2 miles
1981, 14x70, 2br, 1 bath
west of Paris Landing State
Excellent condition $9500
Park on Hwy 79
or best reasonable offer
901-642-0080
436-5814 evenings

RJR ROME REPAIRS

•

Firewood

160

Was
Furnishings

120

255

210
Help
Wanted

SUMMER Employment:
Resident advisors to provide residence hall supervision for students for six
weeks. Must be 21 years of
age, have completed two
years of college, have a
cumulative 3.0 GPA, have
2 years experience in
supervision of students.
Housing and/or UB experience preferred Hiring depends upon position availability. Send letter of application, resume, names and
phone numbers of two references, and current transcript to. Upward Bound,
Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071 by
March 20, 1992. EOE M/F.
Murray State University
does not discriminate on
the basis of race, color,
nationality, origin, sex or
handicap in its programs
and activities The following
person has been designated to handle inquiries
and recognizes the University's non-discriminatory
policies: Dr Doreen Rauch,
Director of Affirmative Action, 319 Wells Hall, Murray
State University, Murray,
KY 42071, 502-762-3155.

8" 1 9" \10"

TRANSPORTATION;
470

Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

•
•

Classified Ad Rates

060

010

010

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger Si Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
REAL ES'INI'E

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
,Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380

FARMERS MARKET
190
370
390
400 .
550

753-1916

MERCHANDISE

S

010
020
025
030
040
050

TO PLACE AN Al) CALL

1983, ONE owner, 14x70
mobile home. 2br, 2 bath,
partly furnished. 753-1736
after 6pm
1985, 14x70, EXTRA nice,
2br, 2 full baths, with
sunken tub, end bay windows, stereo system, ceiling fans Furnished, including washer and dryer, central li/A unit, back deck.
front porch. steps, underpinning 759-4533
1990, 14x70, 2br, 2 full
baths Like new, partially
furnished Take over payments 753-8132 after
5 30pm
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
OUR Pledge-When you
compare quality, insulation,
options and set-up, you will
find that we will have the
very best value for your
housing dollar Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy 79
East, Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891 One of
the Southeast's oldest and
largest home centers
SAVE S1000's Almost new
mobile home 2br, central
hl/A $2500 down and take
OWN payMent1 759-9450
26.0

*WM
--Names Fee Pent
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking des
lance to college 753,5209

Dixieland Center
Excellent Location

Call 753-9506
or 759-4081

1BR apartment with refrigerator 753-5094
1BR, furnished and utilities
paid. Lease and deposit
required. No pets Now
available, near downtown
436-2755 after 5pm

2BR apartment, appliances, washer/dryer
Furnished No pets Deposit
and lease required New
Concord, KY 436 5401
2BR brick duplex Quiet
street Westwood Dr WO
hook-up, dishwasher, new
wallpaper central electric
753-8859, 759-4979
2BR Duplex, nice, central
HiA, deck, appliances Coleman RE, 753-9898
EXTRA nice, lbr, newly
decorated Large kitchenbreakfast room, large livin
groom, lull bath, and patio
Water, sewer, garbage
pick-up, and heat furnished Deposit required,
$275,mo 753-4012 or
753-8756

18R, furnished, some utilities paid, near university.
753-4012 or 753-8756

FASHIONABLY decorated
tbr duplex on 280,
$250/mo lbr near campus,
$175/mo 2br off 94E.
$265/mo Absolutely no
pets Deposit required
753-8848 before 8pm

1BR, w'd hook-up, central
HiA, appliances and water
furnished Deposit and references required No pets
$225/mo 753-3949

NEW 2br duplex located on
Northwood Drive Call
753-1266 between
8 00am-5 00pm ask for
Paulette

-•••,

nom,

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates

Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky, 42025

PHONE!
502-437-3026

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic 8, standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - sas ik electric ranges

•

- •

Factpry Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

SteeleiAllbritten, loci
are./ Smith Masonry &
Home Improvement
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

a

'
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Homes
For Sale

S 30

S1 I

-110

Inn

*wins
011ered

Used
Cars

Serikes
Offered

&widen
Missed

Swiss*
Offered

Offend
1111111 lielvli"

in HAUUNG
Al TREE Service. Stump FULL Service Lawn Care T C Dinh Repair and Main- THERMALINE Replace- WE specialize
1989 GEO Metro LSI Only removal and spraying. Free City or county, free esti- tenance. Electncal • Clean- ment Windows. Custom- I EXCAVATION work. We
field
16,xxx miles, 5-speed, a/c, estimates.. 7534906 after mates. 436-2744.
ing Sewer, 1210/1212 Main built easy-dean. Senior ci- haul sand, gravel,
stereo cassias Excellent 5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
office, tizens discounts. 759-4433 sand, rock, I dirt. Con753-6111
Street
GALLOWAY Roofing. Spestruction services are
condition, asking $4700
after 3pm.
753-0606 aher 5pm,
AAA Additions Decks. cializing in new roofs, re762-4385
dozer, trencher II bookie,*
carpentry roofs, and tear-offs
TENNESSEE River Insula- VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR work. Junior Compton Considing,
vinyl
with
COMMERCIAL lot
1969 PONTIAC Bonneville work, house and floor level- Guaranteed work
tion. Decrease your utility Service Center, deaning- struction 489-2420 or
2600 square foot building, NEAR university Small but LE, loaded, extra dean,
ways 40+ years 502-753-7941
bills with adequate insula- servicing $15; most repairs 753-6337.
driveing.
Five Points Call 8111 Fan- spacious 2 or 3br, newty one. owner $7800
experience Free esti- GENERAL Repair plumb tion All types of insulation, $35, all brands 3rd Street,
drich at MTG, 753-4000
753-0913 after 5pm
decorated $29,000
and new homes Free Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5, WILL do mowing and light
Call collect
mates
mg, roofing, tree work .old
hauling. 753-4355.
901-642-9174. Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
753
8642
ofestirnales,
173
REALTY
KOPPERUD
1989 SILVER 626 Mazda, 901-247-5
436-2642
installafers a complete range of
one owner, automatic, am/ ALPHA Builders - CarpenTHE Gutter Co Seamless YARD landscaping w/20 WILL do plumbing,
S
i'0
Real Estate services with a
tion and repairs. Al guaranfm cassene, air, new ra try, remodeling, porches, GERALD WALTER
variety
.
guners,
Breaking
experience
aluminum
years
siding, paintwide selection ol quality .
dials: excellent condition roofing, concrete, drive- Roofing, vinyl
in- and disking gardens, bush- teed. 753-4355, 753-1134
18 of colors. Licenced,
homes all prices
$8000 489-2704 after ways, painting, mainte- ing. Free estimates
available
Estimate
hogging. No jobs too big or YARD mowing, trimming,
sured
years experience Local re753 1222 toll free
too small 436-5430.
YAMAHA Venture 6Pm
759-4690
estimates ferences 489-2267
1984
Free
etc
nance,
odd jobs Hauling, mulch,
heat,
gas
Ext
duplex,
NEW 2a
1-800 251 HOME
6000 miles one-owner
gravel, dirt, sealing drive1990 MUSTANG GT hatch- 489-2303
located on Northwood Dr 711L
lobs,
odd
mowing
YARD
GUTTERING By Sears
753-5318
ways Free estimates
back. 2-door coupe, silver,
responsiyards,
mow
$400/mo . deposit and reWILL
county
work.
or
yard
city
hauling,
hauling,
AL'S
Sears residential and com8
RE-MAX Properties Ltd
436-5501.
ferences required
ble rates. 753-4803.
1987 HONDA 250R 24,000 miles, 50-OH,
mowing Free mercial continuous gutters 437-4703
else tree removal,
Bob Perrin Paul Dailey
manual,
5
.
-speed
cyl
condi
753 4873 after 3 30pm
Excellent
4-wheeler
759-1683
estimates
specificayour
for
Center
installed
Air
Bob Haley Bel
seats, air, p-s-w-1, cruise,
eon. 759 1274 after 5pm
NEWLY decorated near 1 502 753 SOLD
custom wheels Mnt condi- APPLIANCE REPAIRS tions Call Sears 753-2310
university 2tx large Irvin- 1-800-369-5780
1991 SUZUKI RN 125 Ex- tion, asking $10,500 Will Factory trained by 3 major for free estimate
groom and utility, stove,
cellent condition race trade 376-5178
manufacturers Most pans HADAWAY Construction'
near Nor
refrigerator, dishwasher RESTAURANT
ready 492 8824
in
stock, on my truck All Home remodeling, paintEquip1991 CHEVY Caprice
-up ray State University
furnished W/
and parts warranted ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
work
for
Zuma
TWO 1990 Yamaha
ment included Ready
Classic 4dr maroon, all op
red
No
Ask for Andy at The Ap- floor covering. No job too
still
owner
MINS
new
Low
by
Scooters
operaoon
condition
excellent
tans,
753-0661
7
pliance Works, 753-2455 small. 4362052.
under warranty with hel
Call John Downs at MTG
Still in factory warranty
wins the third round of spades with
North dealer.
$850 each
owner
mitts
753-4000
By
$14,350
APPLIANCE SERVICE HANDYMAN will do plumbace. He returns a club, which
the
e.
vulnerabl
sides
Both
SMALL 2br partially turn
use,
Kenmore, Westingho
753-7419 after 5pm
approxi- 354 8896
ing, electric and carpentry
SE
WAREHOU
wins in dummy with the
South
er
Very
NORTH
washerdry
isr)ed
Whirlpool 30+ years exrates
mately 31,950 sq ft Call Bin
('AR Stereo Installation perience Bobby Hopper, Reasonable
queen.
5
8
K
dean no pets $220/mo
•
753-0596.
at MTG
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard 436-5848
plus deposit and refer- Fandrich
Declarer returns the four of
J 94
753-4000
Music, Murray's Alpine Car
ences 489 2741
HOME Repairs. Will do carand our hero plays the king
hearts
•
A
10
General
Audio Specialist, Dixieland A TO Z Services
pentry, painting, plumbing
the ten. When Smith wins
not
it,
on
2
OKQ96
TAKING applications for
,
110
EXPERT repair on factory Canter, I block from MSU contracting, electrical and electrical 436-2575 atthe king with the ace and returns a
section 8 rent subsidized
EAST
WEST
Lets
plumbing, roofing, carpen- ter 5pm.
stereos. 1 day service on dorms.
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
low trump,Westfollowing low,South
* A 63
Foi Sale
try, yard and house mainte*QJ104
most Installation 4 price
MUST Sell 1983 Celica nance Free estimates. Al INSULATION Blown In By
rooms Apply Hilidale Apts
has a difficult problem to resolve.
10
K
Bear's Audio and Wald of
•
2
7
8
-speed,
5
very
in
GT Red, loaded,
Hardin. Ky or call BEAUTIFUL lots
work guaranteed Call Sears TVA approved. •Q 9 7 5
Sound, 753-1107,
If the king is actually a singleton,
2
6
3
8
4
J
•
runs great 753-0591 after 759-9047 after 3pim
exclusive lake subdivision
502-437-4113 EHO
Save on those high heating
753-5865
it becomes vital to play the nine from
+83
105
+
5pm
Call John Downs at MTG
Sears
Call
bills.
and cooling
dummy in order to overcome West's
SOUTH
BACKHOE Service and 753-2310 for free estimate
NEW bug shields for pick753-4000
foundand
Driveways,
foreign
original holding of 10-8-7-2. Indeed,
Hauling
vans
+972
ups and
Prestigious
HOMESIT
dear and smoke
ations, and septic systems, JAMES C Gallimore
domestic
it would be normal for declarer to
Q
5
•
6
A
3
Area TuçI at Woodgate
new or repair Best prices Electric Fast, efficient,
$19 50/ea Pick-up bed
tint
the nine on this basis and go
Vans
finesse
•
K
sign on Johnny Robertson mats $34 50/ea Key Auto
and results Call 759-1039 courteous service
Of course, if South sizes
one.
down
4bAJ74
Road County taxes, city Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500 1988 CHEVY Astro Con759-1835
ROY
correctly and goes
the
situation
Serviceup
homes
new
BACKHOE
Eight
bidding:
The
utilities
quest Conversion Mnevan
CABINET REPaul Dailey RE/MAX
up with thejack,catching East's ten,
South West
East
North
47xxx miles. loaded Must HILL. Septic system, drive- KITCHEN
s, COVERY existing doors &
753 7653
he makes the contract.
Pass
1•
sell Must see to appreci- ways, hauling, foundation
Pass
1+
frames with woodgrain forUsed
759-4664
etc
753-4814
LARGE 23 a house with
19995
ate
The point is that if East plays the
Pass
3+
Pass
NT
1
in nice subdivi
lots
LARGE
estimica, all colors Free
Cin
central gas heat and air
on the four, South will surely
Yardwork,
ten
John
4
Musser
Call
Pass
BILL
Murray
•
3
near
sion
mates Wulff's Recovery
conditioning Stove and re1976 BUICK Park Avenue
treetrimming, fencing
the queen and make four
finesse
at MTG 753-4000
of
spades.
—
queen
Dcwns
lead
Opening
436-5560
Murray
frigerator furnished 1004
$800 1976 Buick LeSabre
436-2043
has no chance whatever
East
hearts.
Main St $360 plus deposit TRAILER Lots 75x120 (rough) $400 Good tires,
BRYON'S LAWN SERplays the ten. But if
he
woodenly
if
that
s
falsecard
finsome
are
There
concrete
brick,
BLOCK,
Available immediately Sewer water and electnc mechanically good
Land
TOYOTA
1971
VICE Free estimates
he presents deking,
the
he
playa
footCalloselfs
of
in
a
Basement
matter
as
Located
ishing
made
be
hook-ups
must
mechanical
759-1265
cruiser, good
489-2691 after 5pm
492-8594
way County, 6 moles from
condition new Ores, runs ings, garages, drives,
protection.The opportunity to make clarer with an opportunity to go
Kenlake State Park, 3 moles 1980 CAMARO. 305 auto- great $1500 080
walks 30yrs experience LAWN MOWING. If you such plays — called mandatory
wrong.
3E0
want someone who is dependmatic, 79,000 actual miles 474 0115
13yrs in Murray area
from lake Starting ;once
For RIM(
By falsecarding and pretending
but
when
arises,
—
s
seldom
falsecard
and
2 owner MUST see and
753-5476 Charles Barnett. able, reasonably priced,
$4,000 527-0144
Or lases
was dealt the lone king, East
he
to
suicidal
prove
well
it
may
,
does
it
BLAZER
will do the job right, please
drive to appreciate $2500 1972 K-5
BUD'S Concrete Sidew- call David at 753-6986. Refer- fail to falsecard. Here is a typical creates a situation that would not
4 wheel good condition
437-4939
as I
arise if he played the ten. To have
$1000 489-2642 or alks, driveways, patios ences available.
3BR 2 bath condo in Mur
case.
Farms
1980 TOYOTA Tercel 489 2743
Free estimates 759-1853
ray for sale or lease
any chance whatever,he must make
is
piece,
this
of
East, the hero
For Sale
LAWN mowing and trim$550 1986 Toyota Corolla,
753 3293
the mandatory falsecard ofthe king.
and
hearts
four
against
g
framing,
RY,
defendin
CARPENT
pick-up
1981 DATSUN
ming. 753-7041.
20 ACRES 7 miles north- $4500 753 9208 after
ons
the play.
foundati
Planning
ow:
roofing,
Tomorr
Good reliable transportaCREEKVIEW Self-storage west of Murray Smal 41xn
LITWILLER Building. Farm
warehouses on Center pond, electric fence around
tion $550 489-2894 after 436-5598
and residential set-up for
1982 BUICK Riviera
Dove behind Shoney's
5pm
CHARLIE Davidson All large proiects Our busipasture 20x45 shed
Brown, loaded runs good
$20 $40imo 759-4081
1240 mobile home 91xxx miles $2000
types of roofing and re- ness is built on quality.
1988 CHEVY Cheyenne
Maroon, loaded, one pairs Torch down rubber 382-2214.
GROWERS Mini Ware- 489-2740
753-3939
roofing 753-5812.
houses Space available
owner 753-0718
98 ACRE farm. 78 acres
WEDNESDAY,MARCH 11.1992
MOODY Mower Repair:
753-3808
cropland. 2 miles West of
1986 CHEVY pick-up, V-8, CHIM Chlin Chimney Pick-up and delivery, all
our personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
Crossland on State Line 1982 OLDS 98 Regency
autimalic, low miles Ex- Sweeps has 10% senior CiLI- work guaranteed.
chimsell
call I -9110-988-77W Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
birth.
We
of
Road $890Pacre Paul 753- 7485
Asking,
discounts.
date
7.ell
cellent condition
753-5668.
RE/MAX,
Dailey
ney caps and screens.
753-9872
a
minute.)
$4500
1984 BUICK Regal Limited,
MOWING, Yard Work. Af753-7653
435-4191.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE go further. Eliminate wasteful
ps/pb pseats. pidoor 1990 SILVERADO. 4x4,
reliable, efficient.
fordable,
SadHUDSON Company
FARM and house on 37 locks, 1D/windows, tilt. 2 tone blue. 38xxx miles, CLEAN-Up and light haulYEAR OF 'OUR LIFE: spending. Certain domestic tasks
NEXT
Free estimates. 753-9100.
dles Bridles & Horse sup- acres Lynn Grove area, cruise Good shape
s.
estimate
bed
Free
ing
plus
350 cyin . loaded
Work harder to impro%e your credit cannot he postponed any longer. Ask
plies 753-4545 759-1823 $30,000,or house and 2 $1950 753-4128
liner, rails, tool box, chrome 436-1,,:f2. Closed on NEED your gutters cleaned
y ou can realize a long-sought goal. mate's help.
so
753-6763
or repaired? Call 753-0834
acres sold separately
Hercules rear bumper, bug Saturdays
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
Business tra% el is 1a% tired in May.
Celebrity,
CHEVY
1984
382-2141
shield, new white letter
midsummer % isits from financial situation is threatening to
PAINTING interior and exWelcome
$2200 0130 436-2285 or
Ores Call between 6-9pm,
* Four Star *
terior_ Quality work Over
WANT to buy Good farm 489-2836 both after 5pm
family and friends. New business get out of hand. It is up to you to draw
436-5512
acres
100
to
yup
land
20 years experience Ralph
Home
Mobile
alliances in the tall -ss ill swell profits the line. Display common sense.
1984 Z28,loaded t tops
7590139
Worley, 436-5625
1991 MAZDA King Cab
by' Nos ember. December brings both Makeevery effort to show your loved
$3000 753-7027
Parts & Service
8400 moles, loaded, grey,
family reunion and welcome ones more affection.
a
A pic Cocker Spaniel pupFloor Repair.Carpet & Vinyl
tinted windows Real sharp
1985 TEMPO GL 5sp
We
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): EvRepairs
PLUMBING
at work. A romantic relachanges
black female
Underpinpies
Installed. Vinyl
Homes
$11,000 OBO 753-0385
air. 4 new tires,
will fall neatly into place
work on mobile homes.
ning, ineui or Inver Roof
erything
find
you
436 5447
when
blossoms
tionship
For Sale
before 3 30pm or leave
highway miles
Coating. Heat Tape, Siding,
24-hour emergency, samehave eliminated certain
you
once
gifts
al
intellectu
hose
,
P
someone
to message
Perches & Deck&
AKC Pembroke Welsh
shpae
day service. 489-2525.
2BR, all new appliances,
match your own. The year 1993 could negative influences from your life.
0111
$1750
30A10..-Windows
MS
Corgi puppies Home
for swb,
newly decorated Good
PLUMBING repairman with
find you making a permanent com- You feel both mentally and physically
or 759-1559 ALUMINUM topper
raised with children Shots
Shding Stoma Windows,
full-size pick-up, $50
starter home excellent
Call
service.
Diamond
day
refreshed.
Om&
Doors,
same
mitment'
and wormed delivered
neighborhood 1108 Vine
753-1578 after 5pm
Vitnelow
436-5255.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
ON
BORN
March 13th $200/each
ITIES
CELEBR
1986 98 OLDS. loaded
Combo With Diamond Winor 345-2681
510
have an opportunity to impress
You
4 8 9 - 2 246
Rupert
publisher
DATE:
THIS
PLUMBING - Free estidow
White w/navy blue interior
******In°
2BR on 27, acres, upper
618 445 3035
Murdoch. musician Mercer Ellington. an important contact. Moving quickly'
mates. Affordable rate
30prn
5
after
Installation
&
492-8159
Delivery
Campers
$20s See by appointment
Same day service All work
journalist Sam Donaldson, Justice could give you some extra money to
AKC Registered Boxer
NW Smile Doors
753-8394
1986 HONDA Accord LX
guaranteed. 492-8816.
put in the hank. Eliminate the word
Antonin Scalia,
1975 GMC Midas 20' mopuppies 753-2519
Doors
Combo
IWO
loaded
le- from your vocabulary.
-impossib
Roof WI, awning,
Play
brick home 4-door 5 speed
19):
bath,
iorhorne
-April
I
2
2'4
March
3BR.
ARIES
Miller Furnaces and
REFINISHING< stripping,
DAISY Grooming Satur- in
3 miles dean 753-9658
ARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
good ores, good condition.
Estates,
SAGITT
Conditioning
Oaks
a
bottom
of
Air
the
detective and get to
custom woodworking
day,by appointment
may he trying to mawest of Murray City water. 1966 MERCURY Topaz $8000 753-6481
488
Someone
21):
502-492-8
Phone
misread
could
You
situation.
puzzling
753-8056
753-7819
all appliances, cableveuon
LS, one owner, silver w/
your will. You
against
you
841
to
neuver
Hwy.
alert
Be
sends.
a signal someone
1983 HONEY motorhorne.
RENOVATING? I install AlGAY'S Pet Care Animal Priced to sell' Call, blue cloth interior, loaded. 27, class A, excellent conwhat course to follow.
exactly
know
or
attitude
ed
lo%
a
one's
in
*
changes
Hazel
N.
*
d
coa Siding and Certaintee
69.xxx miles, new tees Call
over will 'provide lender 753-8151
Your sensitivity to your mate's needs
dition, al options. 34xxx
behav ior.
Replacement Windows Bill
753-5904
loving care for your pets
$17,500
motor
near
454
moles,
stone-vinyl
makes romance sparkle.
20):
OM
20-May
7-RO
lApril
TAURUS
492-8103.
Speed,
from
away
while you are
2.0NSTRU-CTI0N
Small down and 1986 NISSAN Maxima 753-3143
downtown.
CAPRI('ORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
for
from
hints
tuned
radar
your
Keep
home Call for details,
framing
ROCKY COLSON Home
monthly payments Imme- Metallic burgandy with sun- 1989 WINNEBAGO 27' -louses, additions,
of neu- A legal decision could be made in
role
the
Playing
ally.
close
a
5024892029
753-0563
Wiliams.
Tnpp
Repair Roofing, siding,
diate possession Ideal re- roof, 70 000 miles Excel- hlnre mot:Eton*. 22,000
tral obser% er could be sour best bet your favor. You may not receive all
HAVE an obedient, safe ntal or large family resi- lent condition $5800 mares, loaded 1986 31' CUNNINGHAM'S Heating painting, plumbing, connow. Business and tra% ef can be mixed you were seeking. however. Be satcrete. Free estimates Call
753-3230 after 5pm
dence 753-3690.
dog for show or home
Itasca Windcruiser, 22,000 and Cooling Service. Con
isfied with moderate gains. In ro1111 POSUR e results.
474-2307
Classes or private lessons
efficient home, 5 1987 DELTA Olds While, miles, loaded 1987 31' plate installation and serENERGY
mance, say what is on your mind.
An
20):
21-June
i'sla‘
GEMINI
Serving Murray for over
Call Gary at ROGER Hudson rock haulyears old, FMHA approved, 4-door, 60,000 miles, A 1 Winnebago Elandon. vice
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. la):
you.
awaits
challenge
al
intellectu
12yrs 436-2858
1968
759 4754.
ing, gravel,sand,din, drive
extra nice, fenced in back- condition $6000 Call 26,000 miles, loaded
day for organi7ing your
great
A
the
to
can
rise
you
that
a
VIP
Show
way rock. 753-4545,
32' Itasca Windcruiser,
MINIATURE Schnauzer yard w/12x20 deck, priced 753-7043
DO you own a business or
and putting the finishing
thoughts
all
are
vibes
Romantic
1968
occasion.
loaded.
miles,
26,000
753-6763.
$40's
pups, black and salt/ in the lower
Cava- Millard Mont molorhorne, manage your company's
ET
travel plans. Even if you
CHEVROL
on
1988
touches
daydream
fa%
orite
A
you.
around
753-6063 after 4 30prn
Ken- SAM'S Yard Service Mowpepper, ears trimmed
lier, 4 door, automatic, low 13,003 miles 1968 Merry advertising? West
are a social butterfly, spend some
true.
soon
come
could
offers
mail
901 479 2472
ing, trimming, hauling
tucky Direct
miles Excellent condition
Mier Minn- Minn cancer
CANCER dune 21 -July 22): You time in quiet pursuits.
NEW home in Woodgate
THE COUPON BOOK
753-1598 Free estimates
WHITE Cockatel wilarge 3br, 2 baths, kitchen and Asking, $4400. 753-9872 van 1964 Chevy SuburPISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Be
take deep pleasure delving into unbenefits.
these
Consider
Brokers, Inc
cage $125 Free puppy
realistic about a business proposition
less SEPTIC TANK SERVICE. know n territory, including family
diningroom, den w/ 1988 CHEVY Celebrity ban B I B
ads,
No
competing
or
34389
new
759 4520
V-6, $4500 753-3734 Af- 502-75
cathedral owing, sunroom
than 2* per delivery, guar- Repair, replacement,
..tor % ..Nn inheritance or w indfall is that comes your way. Make certain
502-753-5960
, pumping, sewonstallabon
se100%
delivery,
and utility room, built in ter 6pm, 753-7499
anteed
Set aside time for philo- you know the inside story before
possible.
bookshelves,2car wage.
Taurus , self- fixation COVINIQII, measur- ers, looting', basements
TERRY
28'
giving your approval. Postpone
pursuits.
32,xxx
sophical
GT
1989 BERETTA
service.
wood fence $110,000
Full awning, able results. For more infor- Backhoe-loader
signing major agreements until next
1E0(Jul), 23-Aug. 22): Reorgaloaded. red Sell or contained
miles,
759-1515
ALLEN,
BRENT
753-4449
plus extras Excellent mation. Calloway County.
week.
funds
our
y
to
make
es
finant
y
take over payments
our
nize
call 753-3040. West Ken- SEWING machine repair
shape 436-2959
SOLD OUTI A great time to 753-0385 before 3 30prn Of
-9962
1-800-696
cal
tucky,
Barnhill
let your home Most of my 10010 message
TODAY•S CHILDREN will take their time when making even minor
STARCRAFT pop camper Some categories are Kenneth
753-2674
and
range
gas
Wings have been sold or
awning
. I he like to %,iew a situation from every angle before issuing an
with
decisions
1989 CHEVY Z-24 All exfirm Call reserved.
under contract Paul
$1095
finishing,
heat
CK
SHEETRO
opinion. -these Pisces welcome change, so long as it does not threaten to
after
RE/MAX, tras, nice 753-8132
Dailey,
7W-4017
DRYWALL. finishing, re- textured ceilings. Larry aistante them from their friends and family. These children are most
13,14)
12,
30prn
5
(March
753-7653
pairs, additions and blow- Chrisman 492-8742.
comfortable in small groups. They do not enjoy competing for attention and
Jct. 68 & 80
ing ceilings 753-4761
Iwo
will go all-out
STEAM Cleaning $800 may appedr aloof at times. Once these Pisces fall in love, they
& Mows
Aurora Ky, at
LICENSED for electric, per room,3 room minimum
to w in the object of their affection. Generous and loyal. they' proud!), wear
Instills- 436-2734 From 10-8 leave their heart on their slee% e.
Hillbilly Ped1989 18/,' BOMBER gait. refrigeration
tion and repair Free est- message, ask for Jeff
V-4
boat
ski
r
Commande
dlers Flea Mk.
llerilelNium • hesi selling hook I .'si.'rni.i i 1,111.1
i loonier
nal ugidal,il
16&p, radio/cassette, lop mates 753-7203.
an alhaina ea,
1 041 Find lour Pik C in God • Plan. send MI 4c plus SI po..iage aid hjndling
Oadol
STORAGE Buildings, II.,., Asiroltogs(
after
436-2794
$9800
pu)able to
CUSTOM IIVCOIBI CAMINITO
Kansas(iis \to rsa la I Atrise
..nd Si* Med pt)
I I Mt
FENCE sales at Soars /WO, as low as $500
sr* 14lie• SI. rob I
CINTTON wootiwastosen
4Pm
Amps= wive se0 ism adnow Cal Sews 753-2310 Decks and al types build- Andrea. and M. M.-el
Of:
Al Types
your ing and remodeling
amr Wir
WAYNE Darnell Marine for tree estimate for
Call 51748311/4742013
Woodworking
Custom
Does Your Heart Good.
needs
motor,
759-1039 or 474-2318, ask
and
boat
Complete,
Cue dal& hillbSompolek.
repair and service Al wort FREE SPRING CLEAN- for Matt
guaranteed Fiberglass ING ESTIMATES Guam, SUREWAY Tree I Stun,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
specialist. Buy, sell or bush and tree removals.
-Drop by I see our showroom
Removal Insured with lull
Ice SUNIPURY IOUNNAY gionind Bunny &earn
rade Used bomb, molds hauling, *ming, pruning, Ins of equipment Free esr13.11060
wed Valera Salvage pens mulching, mowing,etc Cal
timates Day or night,
1 mile from MIXray on Hwy Jerry at 753-061111 1"----400110•"---Ir
11"
753- 5484
753-0079
94E

FURNISHED or unturnshed 1 or 2br apartments
Refrigerator, stove, carport, central HiA Also,
sleeping rooms Zimmer
Apartments
man
753-6609
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY is now renong You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units 502-5278574 for
more information Equal
Housing Opportunity

9000 SO FT commercial
building with 1br brick
home, petal central HA,
or will rent commercial
building 437-4145

IMMACULATE Ranch!!
Make offer' Over 2,000
sq ft 3br brick, handicap
accessible many updates
$63,700 Paul Dailey RE)
MAX, 753-7653

Contract Bridge

A Mandatory Falsecard

•

Horoscopes

Giant Yard Sale
Thur., Fri., Sat.

EXERCISE

•
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_ THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

days
Today is Tuesday, March 10, the 70th day of 1992. There arc 296
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 10, 1876, Alexander Graham Bell made what was, in effect,
in Bosthe first telephone call. His assistant, located in an adjoining room "Mr.
ton, heard Bell's voice over the experimental device say to him,
Watson, come here. I want you."
On this date:
WestIn 1496, Christopher Columbus concluded his second visit to the
Spain.
for
Hispaniola
ern Hemisphere as he left
not
In 1629, England's King Charles I dissolved Parliament. He would
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th

Twenty years ago

Ten years ago

call it back for II years.
France, succeedIn 1785, Thomas Jefferson was appointed minister to
ing Benjamin Franklin.
Hidalgo, ending
In 1848, the Senate ratified the Treaty of Guadalupe
Mexico.
with
the war
broadcasts for the
In 1949, Mildred E. Gillars, who had made wartime
D.C.,
Washington,
in
convicted
was
Sally,"
"Axis
name
Nazis under the
prison.)
of treason. ‘(She ended up serving 12 years in
Tenn., to the
In 1969, James Earl Ray pleaded guilty in Memphis,
later repu.
(Ray
Jr.
King
Luther
Martin
leader
rights
civil
of
assassination
diated that plea.)
Tamower,
In 1980, the author of the "Scarsdale Diet," Dr. Herman
was arrested
was shot to death at his home in Purchase, N.Y. Jean Harris
and later -convicted of the crime.
age 73.
In 1985, Soviet leader Konstantin U. Chernenko' died at
of supGadhafi
Moammar
Ten years ago: The United States, accusing
oil
Libyan
on
embargo
an
imposed
terrorism,
porting international
Libya.
to
technology
high
of
exports
curtailed
and
imports
scientific
Five years ago: The Vatican issued a 40-page document on
surrogate
as
practices
such
condemning
procreation,
techniques involving
motherhood, test-tube births and cloning.
Bush's
One year ago: Eight Arab governments endorsed President
and
territory,
relinquish
to
Israel
for
calling
proposal
Middle East peace
thousands of
reiterated their desire for a peace conference. Hundreds of
Mikhail S.
people demonstrated in Moscow, demanding that President
resign.
Gorbachev
Today's Birthdays: Playwright David Rabe is 52. Newspaper columnist
Bob Greene is 45. Britain's Prince Edward is 28.
Thought for Today: "We must not waste life in devising means. It is
American
better to plan less and do more." — William Ellery Channing,
clergyman (1780-1842).
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The Robert E. Johnson Memorial
Theatre Scholarship has been
established at Murray State University. He died Dec. 21, 1980, after
more than 22 years as a faculty
member at MSU.
Dr. Bill Hart, Dr. John Golberg
and Dr. Robert Williams are officers of the medical staff at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Murray State University Racer
Basketball Team will play NevadaLas Vegas in first round of National Invitational Tournament on
March 11.
Murray High School won first
place trophy in Western Kentucky
Color Guard Championship held at
Murray.
Maxine Scott was presented a
Meritorious Service Award for 21
years of leadership to Calloway
County 4-H Club Program at
Achievement Banquet.

First Presbyterian Church.

Thirty years ago

Named as superlatives of Senior
Class of Murray High School were
Susan Johnson, Dennis Lane, Gail
Russell, Bruce Scott, Becky Wilson, Monty Cathey, Jan Clark,
Steve Beatty, Leah Fulton, Porter
McCuiston, Cindy Colson, Allan
Spencer, Cindy Parker, Randy Grogan, Betty Jo Ward and John
McKee.
In First Regional High School
Basketball Tournament, Carlisle
beat Calloway, Mayfield beat
Heath, Symsonia beat Murray High
and Tilghman beat Fulton. High
team scorers were Thomasson for
Carlisle, James Wells for Calloway, Ford for Mayfield, Bowen for
Heath, Aired for Symsonia, Porter
McCuiston for Murray, Harriford
and Collins for Tilghmanand Sheeban for Fulton.
Elizabeth Woods and Marshall
Gilliam Jr. were married Feb. 18 at

field, Larry Cartee for Reidland
and Don Curd for Calloway County

High School.
Neale A. Sykes, fire control
Forty years ago
States
technician third class, United
David J. Gowans, bassonist, and
Navy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Sykes, is serving on the escort Russell Terhune, pianist, presented
destroyer USS Courtney out of a faculty recital on March 6 in
Recital Hall of Fine Arts Building,
Newport, R.II.
Roy H. Enoch of Hazel has Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. I.B. Jones were
accepted a graduate assistantship to
Southern Illinois University, married for 50 years on March 7.
In Fourth District High School
Carbondale.
Recent births reported at Murray Basketball Tournament at Carr
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Health Building, Murray State ColMrs. Ronald Atwood, a girl to Mr. lege, Brewers beat Murray High
and Mrs. Charles L. Outland, a girl and Sharpe beat Almo. High team
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Matt and a scorers were Gene Woods for Bregirl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul wers, Jerry King for Murray, Bobby Lampley for Sharpe and Sonny
Cunningham.
In First Regional High School Lockhart for Almo.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Billingion
Basketball Tournament, Murray
High beat Mayfield and Reidland and daughter, Wanda, have
beat Calloway County. High team returned from a visit with the Rev.
scorers were Tommy Wells for and Mrs. Dallas Billington of
Murray, Joe David Smith for May- Akron, Ohio.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I enjoy your column and usually agree with your
advice, but today I disagreed so completely, 1 had to write. I refer to the
letter signed "Don's Mother."It seems
Don age 14)was with some kids who
were throwing rocks at passing cars,
and when the police knocked on his
mother's door, asking if her son had
been with the rock-throwing kids,
she told the police that her son had
been home with her for several hours
and could not possibly have been
with those boys.
Then she wrote to you,saying she
felt guilty for having lied, and you

n,
ern
L's

to tell her son that next time she
won't lie for him.
Abby, how many times do parents
say -next time"? As the mother ot
two sons, if the police came to my
door looking for my children. they
would have to answer for themselves
I would be at their side to help them
DEAR JEANNINE: A wet deal with the consequences, but it
noodle is far too gentle. Try a 2- would never cross my mind to he to
_
by-4. And lest you think that no- the authorities.
SACRAM E NTO MOM
body else noticed, read on:

their honesty. Parents should use
every opportunity to teach by example.
Sorry, Abby, you deserve a wet
noodle swat for that one.
JEANNINE MILNE,
HONEOYE FALLS, N.Y.

said: "Don't be so hard on yourself;
you did what most Mothers would
have done — instinctively — to protect their children. However, had
you let Don take his lumps from the
police, it may have been a valuable
learning experience. Tell him you'll
never lie to protect him again, and
insist that he avoid hanging out with
kids who have to run from the police."
Abby,a better solution would have
been for Don's mother to have
marched her son down to the police
station and stood beside him while
he confessed. That way,both mother
and son would have felt good about

DEAR ABBY: So you think it's
maternal instinct for a mother to lie
to protect her son? Then you tell her

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

to
go
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By GARY LARSON
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DEAR ABBY,Regarding the Iniv s
throwing rocks at passing cars: I
think your advice should have gone
further than "Don't do it again." It
should have been explained that
breaking a windshield is no minor
thing.
One Halloween evening. because
some brainless kids threw a handful
of eggs at my windshield, I couldn't
see a thing and had a lot of trouble
trying to pull off the road. Tell that
stupid mother to have her son pass
this information on to those stupid
kids before they kill someone.
FRESNO READER
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CALVIN and HOBBES

Mr.Stevens Th'ere's
another salesperson out here
Should / p4A he,out Ihe day?

DEAR ABBY: Throwing rocks at
passing cars is no minor prank . When
my aunt was a teen-ager, she was in
a car when some kid threw a rock at
it. The rock shattered the windshield.
and the glass cut deeply into one eye.
leaving her blind in that eye forever.
J.J.C.. MILWAUKEE
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I WILL
NEUER LOSE
SIGHT Of MY
GOALS!

I WILL REMAIN SERENE!

REPEAT AFTER
ME. I WILL
NOT SUCCUMB
TO CLUTTER
AND CMOs!

I WILL APPROACH EACH
TASK WITH CONFIDENCE
AND CLARITY!

Ev ace
Jun
ite

"Th
I WILL APPROACH EACH
TASK WITH CONFIDENCE
AND CLAR,TY!

Sumo temporaries
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
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1 Tiny
particle
5 — chowder
9 Kin to beret?
12 Bark cloth
13 Evaluate
14 Tavern stock
15 Scuffle
17 Span4sh
article
18 Legal matter
19 Rip
21 Carries
23 Pennant
27 Note of scale
28 Docks
29 Swab
31 Greek letter
34 Article
35 Lawmaking
bodies
38 For example:
abbr.
39 Recent
41 Lair
42 Country of

-TricaL?
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He BOGS ME.MEWMY CLCri-iF-E, HEZ
jERK 1 HE:S
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GARFIELD

me

WOW!THAT'S SOME
SUNDAE, GARFIELD!

Be
[ion
lain
ore
one
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WE ARE. THERE'S A
STEAK UNDER THERE

130T, I THOUGHT WE WERE
OUT OF ICE. CREAM

1
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

Asia
44 "Tag"
player
46 Destitute of
teeth
48 Beer mug
51 Let it stand
52 Hindu
cymbals
53 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
55 Clever
persons
59 Ancient
60 Undergarment
62 Great Lake
63 Footlike
part
64 Otherwise
65 Food fish

OTTER
MOUND
BEDVER
FASTER
DIVE
EROS
IN
LOA
OPERA
END
AD
SPOTS
LEER
TOTALLY
DRAIN
TALE
LOOT
REAMS
RESTORE
SPAT
OK I RT
ON
STA
SPIRE
ATE
TI
SILL
SITU
MAILED
TROOPS
SNGER
ENSUE
3-10 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate
3 Harvest
goddess
4 Experts
5 Choice part
6 — Crosse.
Wisconsin
7 Devoured
8 Liquefy

DOWN
1 Siamese
currency
2 Type of cross
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CON'T

I'LL ONLY BE GONE FOR A FEW DAYS..
THEY'LL TAKE 600P CARE OF YOU..

LEAVE ME
PLEASE DON 7
LEAVE ME
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25 Concerning
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26 Decay
30 Wrote
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32 Warmth
33 Eye
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ITS ALL SETTLED THEN
SNOOPY YOU CAN STAY
PERE WITH LINOS
AND LUCY OKAY
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9 Intractable
person
10 Toward
Sheller
11 Army meal
16 Rented
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22 "Summer —
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24 Fork prong
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT I suffer from
cold sores and cracked lips constantly. My doctor indicates I should keep
my lips moist, yet I don't think he
knows the extent of these ugly, painful lesions. Over-the-counter remedies simply dry my lips further, form
scabs, and ultimately look worse than
the cold sores. Help'
DEAR READER I'm not sure
whether your lips first become
chapped, then crack and scab - or
whether your problem is initiated by
a contagious infection of the lips.
In the first instance, lip balm (contaming lanolin) and avoidance of
harsh sunlight(and cold weather) may
help. After using the balm, apply a
sunscreen or petrolatum-based ointment to seal in the moisture and prevent the drying effects of the weather.
Don't moisten your lips with saliva.
this will only make matters worse.
In the second instance, you will
need more assistance. Repeated bacterial infections may be cured with
topical antibiotics, such as Neosporin
cream. If, however, you are suffering
from recurring bouts of herpes virus
infection, acyclovir (Zoviraxl, a prescription anti-viral compound. may
give you relief
I suggest you make an appointment
with a dermatologist. Try to time the
visit with the early stages of the eruptions, by so doing. the specialist can
get a better idea of how your sores begin and what is causing them.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently experienced problems with urination, such
as frequency, burning and the like My
doctor performed tests, a cystoscopy,
examined my tract with a scope and
then placed me on antibiotics. He
could find nothing wrong and felt I
might have interstitial cystitis. Now,
since the medication didn't work, he
says it's not cystitis. So, what is it?
DEAR READER, Your symptoms
suggest a urinary infection, however,
this appears to have been ruled out by
the extensive testing performed by
your doctor.
Interstitial cystitis, a form of noninfectious bladder irritation, is usually diagnosed during cystoscopy, when
the urologist can see that a portion of
the bladder lining is raw and inflamed. The cause of this condition is
unknown, but the disorder often responds to fulguration (burning) of the
inflamed areas and stretching of the
bladder wall (to prevent contractures
of scarring).
If your doctor is uncertain about
the cause of your problem, request a
referral to a urology clinic at a teaching hospital. There the superspecialists may be able to diagnose your ailment and suggest therapy.
To provide further information, I
am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Bladder." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$1.25 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
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MSU to host conference

Obituaries

Murray State University will host a
conference tilled "Internationalizing
the Curriculum" at the Executive Inn
in Paducah April 3-4.
The conference is sponsored by
Murray State's Center for International Programs. Dr. Robert A. Scott.
president and professor of sociology
and anthropology of Ramapo College
in New Jersey, will be the keynote
speaker.
Scott will discuss strategies for
internationalizing the curriculum during the opening session to be moderated by Dr. Gary Hunt. Dean of the
College of Fine Arts and Communication at Murray State.
Program chairman Gary Brockway
of the MSU College of Business said
Murray State can learn a lot from

Ms. Cathenia Willis
Memonal Nursing Home, Fulton.
Hamock Funeral Home of Paducah will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Arrangements remain incomplete
for Ms. Cathenia Willis.
Ms. Willis, 67, of Murray died
Friday at 12:30 pin, at Haws

Mrs. Maudie,Brown
Benton, and Hanle Nelson and
David Nelson, RL 1, Hardin.
Services are today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Larry Logsdon is
officiating.
Burial will follow in Curd
Cemeter!,

Mrs. Maudie Brown, 78, of 717
Pine St., Benton, died Monday at
12:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She had been an employee at
Ashby Corp.. Benton.
Mrs. Brown is survived by tree
brothers. Johnny Nelson, Rt. 5,

Garnet Johnston
W. Johnston, Dearborn, Mich.,
Garnet Johnston. 75, Rt. 10,
Johnston, Hardin, John B.
lrvan
p.m.
11:30
at
Sunday
Benton, died
at Marshall County Hospital. Johnston. Benton. and Tommy
Johnston. Dexter, five
Benton.
grandchildren.
at
welder
a
as
retired
had
He
Pennwalt. Calvert City, where he
The funeral will be Wednesday
worked for 27 years. He was a
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
member of Maple Springs United
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Methodist Church and T.L. Jeffer- 114Joe Percey will officiate.
son Lodge No. 622 Free and
Burial will follow in Maple
Accepted Masons.
Springs Cemetery.
Surv Is ors include his wife, Mrs.
Friends may call after 3 p.m.
Cioteen Johnston: one daughter,
today (Tuesday) at the funeral
Mrs. .Lisa Lovett. and two sons.
home where Masonic services will
Ross Johnston and Joe Johnston.
he at 7 p.m. tonight.
James
brothers,
four
Ben:or.
of
1

Veterans angered

Wright to head campaign
Lng Philip Thompson, a former
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
executive director.
Wright, of Harried, is retiring
after fodr terms as senator from a
district that contains all or parts of
Breckinridge, Grayson. Hardin.
Hart, Meade and Ohio counties.
Ford said Wright, the General,
Assembly's only full-time farmer.
agreed to be his chairman on the
condition it would not conflict with
the fall harvest. Wright also said he
would not begin work until the
legislature ended in April.
Ford. who holds the Senate's No.
2 leadership position, majority
whip, is ninning for a fourth sixyear term.

FRANKFORT. Ky /AP) — Joe
Wright, the state Senate's majonty
floor leader, was introduced Monday as chairman of L'S. Sen. Wendell Ford's re-election campaign.
Wright could eventually be
directing a campaign against a current colleague. State Sen. Daz+
Williams of Burkesville is seekTfig
t..1-ie Republican nomination. opposInvestments Since 1854
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Scott's work at Ramapo College since
he became president in 1985. Since
1987, under Scott's leadership, Ramapo College has been cited by the
National Governors' Association as
exemplary for its attention to international and intercultural concerns in
both cumculum and faculty scholarship.
Ramapo College has been called
the "superstar" of international education by former New Jersey Gov. Tom
Kean, who is the current chairman of
the National Governors' Association
committee on international education.
"Scott and Ramapo College have
.amassed the kind of experience in
international education that Murray
State wants to tap into and emulate,"
!hint said.
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CINCINNATI (AP) — Veterans
groups said Monday they object to
the State Department offering S3
million in aid to Vietnam before
that country releases or otherwise
accounts for Americans missing in
the Vietnam War.
"I was just appa!led. ... They've .
been telling us they'd give us
information for the past 18 or 19
years," said Earl Corell of Cincinnati, a national board member of
the 45,000-member Veterans of the
Vietnam War Inc.
"We can use that 53 million at
home ... for jobs for veterans.
children of Agent Orange victims,
education for children of veterans," he said.
Vietnam should he required to
give a full accounting of the fates
of all U.S. servicemen, dead or
alive, from the war before that

country receives any aid, Corell
said.
"We're quite concerned that if
the country does move in that
direction without first resolving the
issue of the POW-MIAs, it defeats,
really, the whole purpose of the
country standing by its service men
and women," said Steve Edmiston,
administrative director of the
1.2-million-member Disabled
Amencan Veterans, based in Cold
Spring, Ky.

CARROLLTON, Ky. (AP) The parents of two girls killed in
the nation's worst drunken-driving
accident have agreed to try to settle
their lawsuit against Ford Motor
Co. out of court, the two sides have
announced.
A brief statement issued by both
parties Monday said:
'The resolution of this case
through an alternative dispute
resolution proceeding will spare the
emotional trauma, delay and uncertainties associated with the litigauon and is consistent with the manner in which the other families'
claims were resolved."
The statement was made part of
the court record in the lawsuit
stemming from the May 1988
church bus crash that killed 27 people on Interstate 71 near Carrollton.
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Let Angela or one of our other
Advertising Representatives
help you advertise your business.
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Charles Shelby
Manager - IGA, Murray
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Thinner
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DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

"The only form of advertising I
use is newspaper. It's the best for
me because it brings people into
my store. You're not trying to sell
just what's in the ad - you're
trying to get them in the door. The
best way for me is by using coupons in my ads and right now,
coupon redemption is at an alltime high.1
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The average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to $2,000 a month. Who will pay
the bill for a nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

IT WORKS.

Good thru 1/712

Lattice
Panel

taunt K. • me•fts NTS( 1.11

7f3-7890
LOU V. 1VicGARY

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING-

Pressure
Treated

HILUARD
LYONS

FREE Help In Claim Filing
For AU My Clients

Plaintiffs in the suit — James
and Karolyn Nunnallee, formerly
of Radcliff and now of Sumter.
S.C., and Lawrence and Janey Fair
of Radcliff — accused the automaker of ignoring warnings from
government experts and its own
engineers that fuel tanks on the
outside of bus frames were vulnerable in a crash.
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NURSING HOME
COVERAGE

The statement said both parties
have agreed to keep the terms and
results of the proceedings
confidential.

LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

INSURANCE

Parties arrange settlement

apt., lor ••• Ho*
m
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The Mbrray State University TRIO staff celebrated the sixth annual
national TRIO day by distributing free cake and popcorn to MSU students in the Curris Center Feb. 28. TRIO consists of Upward Bound,
Educational Talent Search and Student Support Services, all programs to help middle and high school students and adults successfully
complete a post-secondary education. Pictured are (from left) Jennifer Bugg, academic specialist with Upward Bound; Malynda Finney,
Upward Bound student from Calloway County High; Renee Hornbuckle, Upward Bound student from Murray High; Tyra Gamble,
Upward Bound student from Calloway County High; Vaedra Sowerby, Upward Bound student from Murray State; and Fred Sowerby,
student counselor from Educational Talent Search.

Richard Solomon, an assistant
U.S. secretary of state, pledged the
humanitarian aid last week while
leading a U.S. delegation that went
to Hanoi to find out more about
those missing in action. The aid is
to be used for artificial limbs and
other health care, for disaster relief
and for orphanages.
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